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ABSTRACT
Scattered surface d a ta  visualization and estim ation is an im portan t p a rt of Sci­
entific d a ta  visualization. Many efforts have been made on the new m ethods for 
scattered d a ta  interpolation, estim ation and visualization in recent years.
In the thesis, two new interpolation m ethods, i.e., extended piecewise H ardy’s 
m ethod and Bezier triangle m ethod, are developed for scattered surface d a ta  and the 
biquadratic m ethod is developed for regular d a ta  set. A new contour m ethod which 
can generate arbitrarily  smooth contour line is also presented. T he new m ethods 
are compared with the existing ones with real scattered d a ta  set, supplied by the 
DOE (D epartm ent of Energy), via DRI (Desert Research Institu te ) and com puter 
simulated d a ta . The results show th a t the extended piecewise H ardy’s m ethod is the 
most accurate m ethod among all the m ethods compared, and it is much faster than 
the original H ardy’s m ethod. The speedup is approxim ately of the order 0 ( n 2). The 
biquadratic m ethod is approxim ately three times faster than  the bicubic splines, and 
both  generate com parable result for the tested  data .
A graphics package for scattered d a ta  interpolation and visualization with the 
above m ethods is implemented on Sun SPARC station under UNIX running X win­
dows as well as IBM PC under the MSDOS. The package is w ritten in C.
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1C h ap ter 1 
In tro d u ctio n
There are basically two kinds of d a ta  in surface and volume estim ation according to 
the topology of the d a ta  grid. The most widely used d a ta  set are topologically rectan­
gular grid. This kind of d a ta  can also be subdivided into rectangle grid and irregular 
grid data. The rectangle grid d a ta  set has the same length between two adjacent d a ta  
points along x,  and y directions for surface d a ta  and x,  y,  and 2  for volume data . 
The irregular d a ta  set has the  same rectangular topological structure but the length 
between two adjacent d a ta  points may not be the same. The second kind of d a ta  
which is topologically different from the first is the scattered data. In scattered d a ta  
set, there is no obvious relation between d a ta  points, it may be randomly distributed 
over surface or volume[23]. The diagram  for the rectangle, irregular and scattered 
d a ta  set is shown in F ig u re l.l.
The topologically rectangle da ta  is well understood and widely used in d a ta  es­
tim ation and com puter aided geometric design. By the nature of scattered data , it 
is more difficult to  do surface estim ation and interpolation. However, the scattered 
d a ta  set is encountered in various areas, scientific research, industry, medical diag­
nosis, etc., for interpolating experim ental d a ta , estim ating the ore reservation and 
pollution concentration. In many practical occasions, some d a ta  points may not be
    •
'  *   •  • ••  • • • • • •  • • • • • • •  0 0
» • • • • « •  • • • • • • •  * *
a. rectanglar grid iregular grid scattered data
Figure 1.1: The rectangular and scattered data.
2available for various reasons, they may be too expensive, or may be impossible to  get.
T he study of scattered d a ta  estim ation and interpolation was stimulated by the 
advent of faster computers in the 70’s, and the needs to  solve m any real problems with 
com puter graphics. New m ethods are still being developed in recent years[12, 20]. 
Usually, the algorithm for scattered  d a ta  estim ation is more complicated than  the 
regular ones.
By the scattered nature, it is hard to  apply tensor product m ethods as we usually 
do in the  rectangular d a ta  set in the surface or volume estim ation for the scattered 
data . New method m ust be developed to  handle the scattered  set. One approach 
is to  trea t the d a ta  as a  whole, fit the d a ta  into one function by solving a system 
of equations. One of the best in such approach is the Hardy m ethod developed by 
H ardy[ll], It is widely used in small d a ta  set estim ation. A nother approach is the 
piecewise method, the prim ary concern with this m ethod is how to  find the relation 
between d a ta  points, the second is how to  combine different pieces together to  form one 
surface with certain degree of smoothness. The most widely used approach in finding 
the na tu re  relation among the d a ta  points is to  use the Delaunay triangle or Vonoroid 
diagram  [14]. The triangle network builds up the connection am ong the points which 
makes d a ta  searching, inserting become much easier. Minimum Norm Network(MNN) 
m ethod is used by Nielson[18], and an extended Gauss interpolation m ethod is used 
by Agishtein [1] to blend the pieces together. Surface subdivision m ethod is used by 
Dyn et a/[6], which is advantageous in surface design. New m athem atical methods 
are also developed to  handle the scattered d a ta  estim ation in recent years, which 
generalized the Spline m ethod in the rectangle d a ta  set to  the scattered one, among 
them  are M ultivariate Splines and Box Splines [18, 12].
Contouring of surface d a ta  and isovolume visualization of volume d a ta  are widely 
used for viewing 2 and 3 dimensional d a ta  set. There are two problems in the surface 
contouring as well as in the isosurface generation with M arching Cube algorithm [15]. 
The first one is the am biguity of the  contour fine or isosurface in certain conditions[26], 
the second is the smoothness of the final result[23].
3In this thesis, we proposed the quadratic m ethod for regular data , extended piece- 
wise Hardy and Bezier triangle m ethod for scattered surface d a ta  estim ation. A 
subdivision approach which eliminates the ambiguity problem and can also generate 
arbitrarily  sm ooth contour lines for both the regular and scattered d a ta  surface is 
also presented.
A graphics package based on the approaches described in the thesis for scattered 
d a ta  estim ation and visualization is implemented with a Graphics User Interface(GU I) 
on Sparc Station running UNIX and X windows and on IBM PC running MSDOS.
In C hapter 2, we review commonly used determ inistic and stochastic approaches 
in regular d a ta  estim ation, and proposed the quadratic m ethod for surface estim ation 
and compared it with the other two m ethods. The quadratic approach is faster than  
the o ther two methods and may be used in real time application such as robotic 
m otion planning.
In C hapter 3, we introduce the m ethod to  triangulate the scattered surface d a ta  
set and reviewed m ethods in scattered d a ta  estim ation, the Hardy, Gauss and Kriging 
m ethod. Then we discuss the  two new m ethods, namely, the piecewise H ardy m ethod 
and Bezier triangle method. The extended piecewise Hardy m ethod is an extension of 
the original Hardy method over the triangle network. The Bezier triangle m ethod is 
based on the regular Bezier patch estim ation in Com puter Aided Geometric Design. 
The two m ethods generally give satisfactory results in our experim ents with both 
com puter generated and practical data .
C hapter 4 is about the contouring of regular and scattered surface data . The new 
subdivision approach is discussed in detail along with the existing ones. One problem 
in surface contouring is the am biguity and the smoothness of the  contour line for the 
rectangular d a ta  set. The new approach solves this problem by dividing the  rectangle 
grid into triangles or use the triangles from the Delaunay triangulation to  construct 
the surface contour for scattered or regular d a ta  set. By considering triangles only, the 
algorithm  becomes very simple and arbitrarily  smooth contour lines can be obtained 
by increasing the number of subdivisions.
4In chapter 5, we give a brief introduction to  the Scattered D ata  Interpolation and 
Visualization package(SDIV) we implemented with the above m ethods, the Graphics 
User Interface(GU I) and the functions to  handle the scattered d a ta  under X l l .  The 
source code for the package is listed in the appendix.
5C h ap ter 2 
R ectan gu lar  G rad Surface D a ta  
In terp o la tion
2.1 T he P roblem
R ectangular grid d a ta  is the m ost widely used d a ta  form at in surface estim ation. The 
problem with the grid surface d a ta  interpolation is :
given data points (x , y , z ) in rectangular grids on a domain D, to estimate the value 
at certain point within the domain.
The estim ation and interpolation for grid d a ta  is well studied and the methods 
can be divided into two categories: determ inistic and stochastic. The frequently 
used determ inistic m ethod is the nature bicubic spline and the widely used stochastic 
m ethod is the Kriging m ethod. The bicubic spline m ethod assumes the continuity 
of the  second derivative of the estim ated curve or surface, i.e., it  is C 2 continuous. 
Furtherm ore, the cubic spline m ethod need to assume certain boundary condition to 
solve the system of equations. T he Kriging m ethod assumes th a t the d ata  to  be es­
tim ated  is from a stationary  process. It also needs to  estim ate the autocorrelation of 
the process. In many cases, the original d a ta  is not enough for a reliable estim ation. 
The Kriging m ethod is com putationally expensive, one needs to  solve a system of 
equations for almost every estim ated point. While the two m ethods give quite good 
results in some applications, they are not fast enough for others, such as real time ap­
plications. In this chapter, we first describe the cubic spline and the Kriging m ethod, 
and then discussed the quadratic m ethod, which is proposed by Yfantis [27] [28] [29], 
and its extensions for fast curve and surface estim ation. T he quadratic method is a 
local m ethod in th a t one point only influences a few neighbor points, as opposed to 
the cubic spline m ethod, which influences all.
6XO
Xn
Figure 2.1: cubic spline curve.
2.2 T he E xisting  M ethod
2.2.1 D eterm inistic M ethod: Cubic Splines and Surfaces 
The Cubic Splines
Suppose we have (a:,-, j/,-, Z{), i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n  points in three dimensional space. We want 
to  interpolate the points with cubic polynomials, i.e cubic splines. To construct cubic 
spline, we assume the continuity of the first and the second derivative of the curve to  
be estim ated. The ith  curve segment can be generally express by:
as shown in Figure 2.1. T he expression is param etric, we assume th a t the interpola­
tion in the x  coordinates is determined by the x  coordinates only, and so are the  y 
and z  coordinates. For simplicity, we develop only the  equation for the x  coordinate. 
The derivation for the o ther two is similar to  th a t of x.
W ith the boundary conditions, we have:
a; -f bit +  Cjt2 +  djt3
hi -{- 2c(t 3d{t2 
2c,- +  6 d{t
(2 .1)
0 <  t  < 1
x ,(0 )  =  X i
* ,•(!) =  *,-+i
a,-
a, +  b{ +  c; +  d{ 
bi
bi +  2c,-f +  3d,-f2
(2 .2)
< * j 1}(0) =  r,- 
X ;x)( l)  = ri+1
7W here r t- is the first derivative a t point a:,-. Solving the four equations, we get:
(2 . 3)
=  x {
= ri
=  3(xf+1 -  a -  2r f -  r1+1 
=  2 (a r , - -X i+ i ) + r , -  +  r f+ i
Now we need to  solve the first derivative from the original data , i.e. from the 
xo , x i , . . . ,  x n , where we have n  +  1 d a ta  points.
By the continuity of the first and second derivatives, we have the equation:
-X,-_i(l) =  Xi
* Q ( 1 )  =  X P (0 )
-X’.(o) =  Xi
* S ( i )  =  x } 2)( 0 )
and also the conditions at the two ends:
X o(0 ) =  xo,  X m _ i ( l )  =  x m
Now we have 4(m  -  1) +  2 =  4m  -  2 for 4m variables. We still need two two more 
equations. These two equations can be obtained by specifying the two end conditions. 
One of such choices is to  assume the second derivatives at the two ends be zero, which 
is the so called nature condition.
From the second derivative continuity, X - ^ ( l )  =  X -2^(0), we have:
2c,_i +  6d,_i =  2c,•
Substitu ting into 2.3, we get:
7’,_ i +  4r{ + r i+1 =  3(yi+i -  2/,_ i) 
with the two end conditions, we can also get:
2ro + ri = 3(xi -  xO) 
l 4" 2rm — 3(xm xm_ i)
8We now get the system of equations to  solve the first derivatives:
TO 3 (x i  -  xo)
n 3 (x 2 -  ^o)
r 2 3 ( x 3 -  x j )
= 3 (x4 -  x 2)
T’m - l 3 { x m  — x m_ 2)
^m . 3 (x m — x m_ j )  .
(2.4)
By solving the equations for r,-, we can use equation 2.3 to  get the necessary param ­
eters to  estim ate the points between points x t- and x;+ i .
The system  of equation can be easily solved by the following steps [3]: 
step l: elim inate the first 1 in each row.
To =  1/2
S0 = 3(x i  -  x 0)jo 
for i =  1 to  m  — 1 do 
7» =  1 / ( 4 - 7 i _ i )
Si = (3(xm — X{) — (5,_i)7i 
end for
7 m = 1 /(2  7m—l)
*-*m =  (3(xm Xm_ i)  ^m—l)7m
Now the system  of equations becomes:
1 7o 
1 7i
1 7 2
1 7 3
1 7 m —1
1
<5o
r \ Si
T2 6 2
TZ — S3
Tm—1 <5)71 — 1
I'm . <5m .
(2.5)
Step2: solve the  equation by backward substitution:
T’m — ^m
for i =  m  — 1 to  0 do
9Figure 2.2: Surface patch.
ri =  Si -  7 ,r ,+1 
end for
Cubic Surface
The surface d a ta  can be estim ated by the cubic surface in a  similar way. We also 
suppose th a t the surface under consideration is C 2 continuous. The surface in X i j  
patch as shown in Figure 2.2 can be expressed as:
X i j ( u ,  v ) =  doo +  aoi v +  a02u2 +  a03v3 +
aiou +  a u u v  +  a ^ u v 2 + ai3u v3 +
fl2QW2 +  a2\U2v -f d2 2 U2v2 + a33u 2v3 + (2 .6 )
a30u3 +  a3\u 3v +  a32u 3v2 +  a33u3v3
The first partial derivatives and the mixed partial derivatives along u  and v can be 
expressed:
d X j j j u ,  v ) 
d u
am +  an v + ai 2 V2 +  a 13u3 +
2 u ( a 2Q +  0.2 \v  +  0.22V 2 +  d 2 3 v 3 ) +
3u2(g30 +  a3 IV + a32v 2 +  a33u3)
10
d 7X i j { u , v )
dudv
d X ; j ( u , v ) „ ,
 -----  =  ctoi +  2ao2v +  3aQ3t> +
u (a n  +  2au v + 3a13v2) +  
u2(a2 1 +  2 a22 V + 3a23u2) +
•u3(a3i +  2a32v + 3a33u2) (2.7)
a n  +  2 a i2t> +  3ai3v2 +
2u(a2i +  2a22u +  3a23u2) +
3u2(a3i +  2a32u +  3a33u2)
We have 16 unknowns in equation 2.7, our goal is to  find the unknowns from the d a ta  
points we have. Suppose we know the first and the mixed derivatives as well as the 
original d a ta  for the tim e being.
From C°  continuity, we have:
f *.\i(0,0)
* j ( U )
dX■
~ai^  = QiJ, we have:
PiJ 
Pi,j+1 
W +lj 
Pi+l,j+l
=  Xij = aoo
= = Ooo +  O01 +  002 +  0 03
= x i+l,j = Ooo +  O10 +  O20 +  O30
=  *i+l,j+l = floo +  O01 +  a 02 +  003+
O10 +  On +  a i2 +  a i3+
020 +  021 +  o22 +  o23 +
030 +  o3i +  a32 +  a33
alone the u and v direction and denote
=  O10
and
Qi,j+1 
9i+i,i 
9 i+ lj+ l
a 10 +  On +  a 12 +  Ol3 
a io  +  2 a 2o +  3a3o 
a io +  a ll  +  a 12 +  a 1 3 +  
2 (a 2o +  a 2i +  a 22 +  a 23) +  
3 (a 3o +  a3i +  a 32 +  a33
ooi
aoi +  2ao2 +  3ao3 
aoi +  a n  +  a 2i +  o3i 
a o i  +  o n  +  a 21 +  a 31 +
2 (ao2 +  012  +  a 22 +  o32)+  
3 (ao3 +  Ol3 +  023 +  O3 3 )
11
• q 2 v .
From the continuity of the mixed partia l derivative, and denote du^  =  r.-j, we get 
another set of equation:
t^',3 — ®11
r i,j+\ =  ®ii +  2ai2 +  3ai3
< ri+i,j = a n  +  2 a 2i +  3a3i
n + i,j+ i =  « ii +  2ai2 +  3ai3
2 a 2 i +  4a22 +  6 0 2 3  
3o3i +  6a32 +  90 3 3
W ith the above 16 equations, we can solve the  16 unknowns and hence can estim ate 
the points in the patch X { j .  The solution can be expressed in the m atrix  form as:
Xi ,j (u ,  v ) =  H B H '  (2.8)
where
H  = [ (2 t+  l ) ( l - t 2) i ( l - * 2) t 2(t -  1) t2(3 — 2t) ]
a:o,o 9o,o 9o,i ^ 0,1
g  _  Po,o r0,o 7-0,1 Po,i
Pi,o r lfi r i tl pi,i
* 1,0 9i,o 9i,i ®i,i
Our problem now is to  get the partia l and the mixed partial derivatives. The
partial derivatives along u and v  can be obtained by the m ethod as discussed in the
cubic splines. The mixed partia l can be obtained from the already known partials, say
p;,js, along one direction to  estim ate the  partia l derivative along the other direction
by the m ethod described above.
2.2.2 Stochastic M ethod: Kriging
Kriging is a widely used stochastic m ethod for surface estim ation. Especially in 
ore reserve estim ation, meteorology and environm ental problems. Kriging m ethod 
assumes th a t the surface under consideration is a  stationary process with the fixed 
m ean p , variance a 2 and the autocorrelation is the function of the space leg only.
12
zone of influence
Figure 2.3: Kriging estim ation.
Suppose we have the sample points at a:,-(i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  n)  with their Z  value Z(xi) ,  
we want to  find a set of weights a,(i — 1 ,2 ,. . . , n ) to  make the weighted average
n
Z \ x 0) = Y . aiZ (x i) (2.9)
i=i
be the best estim ation of the true  value of Z  a t  point xq in the mean square error 
sense, as shown in Figure 2.3.
By definition of stationary  process,we have E ( Z ( x i ) )  = p  and V a r ( Z (®;)) =  a 2 
for all points.
Imposing the unbiased condition on Z m(x0), we get:
/z =  £ (Z * (z 0)) =  X > £ ( ^ * . ) )
i=i
or
i > = i
i=i
Our goal is to  minimize the square error of the estim ation, and the square error can 
be expressed as [4]:
E (Z * {x0) -  Z ( x 0))2 =  X) aia,jR(xi -  Xj ) - 2  o,-i2(a:,- -  x0) +  o2 (2.10)
i j  i
where R ( x, — x j )  is the autocorrelation function at lag X{ -  xj .  For statistically 
stationary  process, the autocorrelation function depends only on the distance between
13
two points, not the absolute position of the  points. Now, the square error is a  function 
of a,-. To minimize the error, we use the Lagrange multiplier with the constrain of
X > .' =  1:
/ ( a i , a 2, . . . , a n ) =  Y 2 Y 2 a ' ai R (x ' ~  x i ) “  2^ a,-.R (a:,- -  x 0) +  a 2 +  2 A ( ^ a ;  -  1) 
x J •'
and the derivatives
=  2 aiR(xk  -  Xi) -  2R (x k  -  x 0) +  2A =  0
=  1 =  ° * =  1 , 2 , . . . n
i
So we get a linear system of equations with n+ 1  unknowns.
J2ia>R(x k ~  X{) +  A =  R{Xk -  X0) Z =  1, 2, . . .  72
(2.11)
. E,- «>' = 1
Solving equation 2.11 for all the a,s and substitu te  back to  equation 2.9, we can get 
the best linear unbiased estim ation a t point x o . W ith the result, we can also get 
certain knowledge about the error of our estim ation by equation 2.10.
2.3 T he Q uadratic M eth od  and Its E xtensions
2 .3 .1  T h e  Q u ad ratic  M e th o d
The quadratic m ethod for curve and surface estim ation was proposed by Yfantis[27]. 
T he following two sections is a brief description with some extensions.
T he Quadratic Curve
Let ( x0, yo ,2 o ) , ( x i , y i , ^ i ) , -  • - , ( x n, y n ,^n)  be n + 1 points in the three dimensional 
space, our goal is for finding a curve passing through these points. T he strategy  to 
find the curve passing through points (a;,-, yi,Zi) and (x,+i , 2/,+ i ,z ,+i)  is the following:
1. Find the quadratic param etric curve passing through 
(x{,yi,  Z{), (a:,+i, j/,+ i, •Zi+i) and (x t+2 ) 2/1+25 ^t+2 )- 
Suppose th a t the curve has the form
Xi{ t)  = a0 +  ai t  +  a2t 2 Q < t < 2,1 < i < n  — 2 (2.12)
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with the condition: X ,(0) =  a:,-,X,-(l) =  x t+i and X,(2)  =  xI+2 
By solving the equation, we get:
Xi( t )  =  0 . 5 ( x 1+ 2 -  2xi+i +  Xi)t2 +  0.5(4x1+1 -  3x, -  X{+2)t + a
0 <  i <  n- — 2, 0 < t < 2
or
Xi{t )  = 0.5(2 -  3t +  t2)xi  +  (21 -  t2) x i+l +  0.5(i2 -  t ) x i+2 (2.13)
2. Similarly find the quadratic param etric curve passing through points
(*,•_!, (a:,-, and (x .+ i, y,+i, z ,+ i) with the condition X , ( - 1) =  !,•_ !,X,-(0) =
X{ and A’i( l)  =  Xi.
We have
X i - i  =  0 .5(t2 -  t ) x i - 1 +  (1 -  t 2)x{ + 0.5(t2 +  (2.14)
Combining equation 2.13 and 2.14 and weighted w ith W{ and (1 -  w,), we get:
X{ = Wi[0.5(2 — St +  t 2)x{ + (2t -  t 2)xi+i +  0 .5(t2 — /)a:,-+2] +
(1 -  tu,-)[(l -  t 2)xi  +  0 .5(t2 +  t)xi+i + 0.5( t2 -  t)x,_!]
For the first and the last patch:
=  0.5(2 -  3i +  t2)x0 +  (21 -  t2) x j +  0 .5(t2 -  t ) x 2 
X n_i =  0.5(f2 -  f )z n_2 +  (1 -  t 2)x n- i  + 0 .5(t2 +  t ) xn
T he Quadratic Surface
T he surface estim ation is based on the curve estim ation and the tensor production 
m ethod. Intuitively, we can first estim ate all the points row by row with the quadratic 
splines and then estim ate the points column by column including the original and the 
estim ated points from the row estim ation.
There are 4 cases in horizontal and vertical relations among d a ta  points as shown 
in Figure 2.4. Case 0 is for interior segments, case 1 is for the left end segments,
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case 2 is for the right end segments. Case 4 may not happen in most of occasions, 
in which case there are only two points in a row or column and we may use linear 
interpolation.
We define the m atrix  for surface estim ation:
B  = Xi,3 aM  +  l X;i,j+2
^ t+ l j - l  x i+l,j ^ i+ l.j+ l x i+l,j+2 
_ x i+2,j-l x i+2,j x i+2,j+l x t+2,j+2 _
and array  of vectors
T[0](ti) =  (0.25(f2 -  <), 0.25(4 - 3 1 -  t 2), 0.5(3t -  t 2), 0.5(t2 -  <))
T [l](tt) =  0.5(0,2 — 3u +  u 2 , 4 u  -  2 u 2 , u 2 — u )
T[2}{u) =  0.5(u2 -  u,  1 — u2, u2 +  u,  0)
T[3](tt) =  ( 0 , 1 -  u , u ,0 )
where TfO]. .  .T[3] are the blending functions for the four horizontal or vertical cases 
in the interpolation. For patch X i j  w ith the horizontal case I and vertical case m  we 
have
X {J(v ,u )  =  T[m]{v)BT'{l]{u)
2 .3 .2  E x te n s io n s
Although simple, the quadratic m ethod described in the last section does not ensure
the C 1 or C 2 or higher degree of continuity. T he desired continuity can be achieved
by a proper weight.
Suppose we have two functions / i ( t )  and / 2 (f)) they satisfy the property:
A(,)(o) = # ( 0 )
/i(,)( l )  =  /z’V ), * =  0 ,1 , . . . *
i.e., the two functions are the same in 0 < t < 1 up to  the *th derivatives. We take 
the form
f ( t )  = u » (t)/i(0  +  (1 -  w ( t ) ) f 2(t)
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a. Horizental cases,. X represents the data in the neighbor of the center.
0
•
2
b. vertical cases.
Figure 2.4: Four cases for horizontal and vertical d a ta  relation.
to  combine the two functions to  form a new function f ( t )  with the property th a t it 
it satisfies the C n continuity with the condition:
/ (0(0) =  /i(,)(0)
/ (,)(1) =  / 2(i)( l )  * =  0 ,1 ,...71
Because
t'=0
n — 1
i=0
= ( i - « > ( 0 ) / i n)(0  +  ^ { t ) f \ n\ t )  +
J2 c>(B-''ko(/£V)-/i(°(0)
i=A+l
A n ) (
we get:
/<»>(0) =  ( l - u ; ( 0 ) ) / 1(n)(0) +  u;(0)/<n)(0) +
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2  C > ( " - i) ( 0 ) ( / '<)( 0 ) - / 1ti)(0))
;=*+i
/<">(l) =  ( l - w ( l ) ) f i n\ i )  + w{ l ) f l ? \ l )  +  
] T  ■>(i)(/<*', ( i )  -  / ^ ( i ) )
i=k+1
If we set
w(0) =  0, ^(1) =  1
u)(’)(0) =  u / ‘)( l)  =  0, i — l , . . . n  — k — \
then , the  function f ( t )  satisfies the conditions. Further more, if we suppose w(t)  is a 
polynomial, we can solve a differential equation with the above condition to  get the 
w (t).
For n = k, k +  1, k + 2, we have:
w(t) =
constant  n = k
1 - Z  71 =  fc +  1
1 -  3t2 +  2t3 n = k  +  2
In the quadratic splines, the two functions to be blended are quadratic and C°  
continuous over the interval 0 < t < 1, i.e., k=0. We can achieve C 1 and C 2 continuity 
by selecting 1 -  t or 1 — 3t2 +  2 i3 as the weight in the blending functions.
2.4 C om parisons
2 .4 .1  P r a c tic a l C o n sid era tio n s
The cubic splines are widely used and usually give satisfactory result. To estim ate 
the d a ta  with cubic splines, we first need to  solve the system of equations to  get the 
first derivative of the curve, with tim e complexity of O(n) ,  where n  is the number of 
d a ta  points.
For bicubic surface, we need to  solve two partia l derivatives and the mixed partial 
derivatives with the m ethod similar to  the one of cubic splines. For the d a ta  set of 
x n, the we need solve the system of equations 3n times. The tim e complexity is 
the order of 0 ( n 2).
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The Kriging m ethod is the statistically best m ethod in theory provided th a t the 
d a ta  satisfies the  assum ptions. To estim ate with Kriging m ethod, one need to  solve a 
system of equations. The size of the unknowns depends on the original points in the 
zone of  influence, i.e., the autocorrelation function. In m ost practical situations, the 
autocorrelation function in a stationary  process will becomes zero a t certain distance 
as shown in Figure 2.5. T he points beyond the distance from the  estim ated point will 
not be included in the estim ation. Usually the Kringing m ethod take more time for the 
same estim ation than  o ther m ethods because the tim e complexity to  solve a equation 
of n  variables. B ut for d a ta  in rectangular grid, some technique m ay be used to  make 
the estim ation faster by noticing th a t the m atrix in the system of equation is neither 
related to  the absolute position nor the surface value. One problem with Kriging 
is th a t it assumes th a t the  surface to  be estim ated is an ensemble of a stationary 
process with the fixed m ean and variance. This assum ption m ay not be satisfied for 
the actual d a ta  or it is difficult to  verfy th a t the d a ta  satisfies. A nother problem is 
how to estim ate the autocorrelation function or semi-varigram used in the equations 
giving only the original data . B ut, The problems can be solved in some practical 
applications. The m ethod is widely used in ore, meteorology and environmental 
problems with much success and some empirical autocorrelation functions have been 
established with only a few param eters needed to  be adjusted  by the real data.
In the quadratic estim ation, one does not need to  solve system  of equations, which 
makes the approach faster th an  the other two, nor does it ensure the  smoothness of the 
estim ation. To raise the quadratic estim ation to  cubic or higher with some blending 
function one can solve this problem and make the estim ation to  be C 1 or C 2, while 
still m aintaining the simplicity of the approach.
2 .4 .2  E x p er im e n ta l R e su lts
In this section, we give some experim ental result on surface estim ation with the cubic 
and quadratic splines, we use the known function to  test the m ethods with a sampling 
interval <5 =  5 and range from —20 to  20 for the a: and y  directions. We give in the 
figure the original, estim ated and error results for different m ethods.
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R(h)
distance
Figure 2.5: A utocorrelation function.
function m ethod AveError AveStd AbsError AbsStd
Cubic 0.000 0.0012 0.0008 0.0009
1 Quad 0.000 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003
Extend 0.000 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003
Cubic 0.010 0.0321 0.0125 0.0221
2 Quad 0.012 0.0413 0.0327 0.0283
Extend 0.013 0.0402 0.0320 0.0275
Table 2.1: error statistics for regular d a ta  interpolation.
The functions are defined as following:
F l ( x , y )  = 0.5 +  0.00001526(a:3 +  y3 +  x 2y +  y2x)
F 2 { x , y )  =  exp{—sin2(0.2sqrt(x2 +  y 2)))
The errors and the time for different m ethod are shown in table 2.1 and 2.2. 
From the tables, we have the conclusion th a t the quadratic or its extension is 
approxim atly three times faster than the cubic spline m ethod, but the cubic spline 
has less error for complex functions.
m ethod Cubic Quad Extend
Time(s) 0.85 0.30 0.31
Table 2.2: time statistics for regular d a ta  interpolation.
Figure 2.6: The original function. Left: function 1. Right: function 2.
Figure 2.7: The function 1 estim ation using the Cubic Splines. Left: the estim ated 
function. Right: error surface. Note the scale in the error sueface is from 0.1 to  0.1
Figure 2.8: The function 1 estim ation using the Q uadratic m ethod. Left: the esti­
m ated  function. Right: erroT surface. Note the  scale in the error sueface is from 0.1 
to  0.1
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Figure 2.9: The function 1 estim ation using the  extended C 1 Q uadratic m ethod. Left: 
the estim ated function. Right: error surface. Note the scale in the error sueface is 
from 0.1 to  0.1
Figure 2.10: The function 2 estim ation using the Cubic Splines. Left: the estim ated 
function. Right: error surface. Note the scale in the error sueface is from 0.1 to  0.1
Figure 2.11: The function 2 estim ation using the Q uadratic m ethod. Left: the esti­
m ated  function. Right: error surface. Note the scale in the error sueface is from 0.1 
to  0.1
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Figure 2.12: T he function 2 estim ation using the extended C 1 Q uadratic m ethod. 
Left: the estim ated function. Right: error surface. Note the scale in the error sueface 
is from 0.1 to  0.1
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C h ap ter 3 
S ca ttered  Surface D a ta  In terp o la tion
3.1 T h e problem
Surface interpolation or estim ation from scattered d a ta  is an im portan t problem in 
com puter aided geometric design, scientific d a ta  visualization, com puter graphics and 
image processing. The scattered d a ta  estim ation has been extensively studied in the 
past decades. The problem may be stated  as following:
Given data set (a:,-, i =  0, l , . . n — 1 of  size n, reconstruct a funct ion of  F ( x , y )
such that F (x i , y i )  = Zi for all i, provided that all (xi ,y i)  pairs are distinct and there 
is no assumption about the position of  (a;,-, yf) on the data set.
Generally, there are two approaches for scattered d a ta  interpolation; the global 
and local approaches, global and local. Among all the local m ethods dealing with the 
scattered d a ta  surface estim ation, most of them  are based on Delaunay triangulation 
[1]. Delaunay triangulation of the scattered d ata  is a fundam ental way to  deal with 
the irregular d a ta  set. W ith the triangulation m ethod, we find the natu re  relation 
between the seemingly unrelated d a ta  set. H ardy’s m ethod, on the  o ther hand, is a 
global approach to  solve the surface estim ation from the scattered  d a ta  set, it can be 
easily generalized to  the three dimensional d a ta  estim ation and generally gives rather 
satisfactory results [17]. However, one needs to  solve a large system  of equations for 
large d a ta  set which may become very difficult and tim e consuming, because the time 
complexity to  solve a  system  of equation of n  variables is of the order 0 ( n 3). As n  
becomes large, the equation m ay become ill conditioned [17]. The recently developed 
M ultivariate and the Box splines m ethods are nontensor extension of the B-Spline 
m ethod and preserve the properties of the splines in the regular grids [2].
Triangulation is the first step of surface estim ation for m ost of the piecewise surface
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estim ation methods. After th a t, we still need to  find ways to  interpolate the data  
in the triangles. The problem becomes not so straightforw ard because there may be 
indefinite numbers of points connecting to  any triangle vertex.
In this chapter, We first give the algorithm  for Delaunay triangulation, then review 
some of the m ethods dealing with the scattered d a ta  interpolation, and introduce two 
new methods for the scattered d a ta  interpolation. In one of our m ethod, we extended 
the H ardy’s m ethod to  the piecewise situation, and use only the triangle enclosing 
the d ata  point and its neighboring triangles to  do the interpolation. The point in a 
triangle can be obtained by first getting three values from the three vertices and then 
sum them  up with certain weight in accordance with normals of the vertices and the 
barycentric position of the d a ta  point in the  triangle. The interpolated surface is C 1 
and is determined by the weight function used. We also extend the Bezier m ethod 
from regular triangle surface estim ation to  the irregular case. In this approach, we 
use the triangle and its neighbors to  find the  control points in the triangle, and then 
estim ate the points in it. This scheme uses the param etric estim ation, and thus 
preserves much of the desirable features of the original Bezier m ethod. It can also 
be extended to  nonfunctional surface estim ation and surface design once we get the 
triangulation of the original data .
3.2 Triangulation o f Scattered  D ata
3 .2 .1  D e la u n a y  T rian gu la tion
Given a  set of d a ta  points of the form (z,-, y,-, z,), our goal is to  estim ate a function 
F { x , y )  such th a t F(x{ ,y i )  = z,- for all the given d a ta  as stated  above. The problem 
becomes not so easy in th a t we can not find relations between d a ta  points at first. 
Before we can estim ate the surface, we have to  know the relation between point (z,-, y,) 
and his neighbors as we do in the rectangular d a ta  set estim ation. It may be hard to 
find a  rectangle for every d a ta  point in the scattered d a ta  set and use the m ethod of 
tensor product. But it is possible to  define a  triangular relation for the d a ta  points of 
the x — y plane. Obviously, we have m any ways to  define the triangular relation for
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the d a ta  set. One of the widely used m ethod to  solve the problem is the Delaunay 
triangulation. The m ethod is optimal in the sense th a t it makes the  triangle in the 
triangle net as equilateral as possible ju s t as we would like to  draw when we build 
the triangle net by hand.
Triangulation for scattered surface estim ation can be regarded as a  p lanar graph 
in which all the edges intersect only a t the vertices. Obviously, the triangulation is 
not unique, and for a  convex hull, there are 3(n,- — 1) — n j edges and 2(n,- — 1) — n;, 
triangles for triangulation of d a ta  set of size n  with rcj boundary points and n,- interior 
points [14].
There are three criteria to  get the optim al triangulation, i.e., Max-Min angle 
criterion, Circle criterion and the Thiessen region criterion, and were proved to  be 
equivalent [14]. For the convex quadrilateral formed by two triangles, the Max-Min 
angle means to  change the diagonal of the quadrilateral to  make the minimum angle 
in the two triangles maximum. Thiessen region criterion is to  subdivide the  plane into 
polygon each of which associates with a  point in the d a ta  set. The points inside the 
polygon are the points closer to  this polygon than  to  any other ones. In this paper, 
we use the circle criterion. It may be sta ted  as :
Let K  denote a circle passing through three of the four vertices of a  strictly  convex 
quadrilateral Q. if the fourth vertex is within the circle K , insert the diagonal from 
this fourth vertex to  the opposite vertex. If the fourth vertex is exterior to  K , insert 
the diagonal of the o ther two vertices. If the fourth vertex is on the circle, we can 
insert in either way, see Figure 3.1. By m aking all the triangles local optim al with 
this criterion, we get a triangle net which is global optim al [14].
The algorithm s developed for Delaunay triangulation of scattered d a ta  set can be 
divided into roughly two classes, i.e., increm ental algorithm s and divide-and-conquer 
algorithms. The increm ental algorithms [5] construct the Delaunay triangulation by 
adding points to  the already existing triangle net, trea ts the newly inserted point as 
a perturbation to  the original triangle net, then adjusts the triangle net and makes it 
optimal again in a  num ber of steps. The divide-and-conquer algorithms recursively
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K
a. The fourth point is in the circle b. The fourth point is exterior to the circle
Figure 3.1: Circle and Thiession criterion for triangulation
Figure 3.2: Delaunay triangulation
divided the  region into two subregions until the final triangulation is obtained. Incre­
m ental algorithm s have the time complexity of 0 ( n 2) in the worst case, but they are 
easier to  code and require less memory space th an  the  divide-and-conquer m ethod. 
In [10], a  novel approach is used to  make the increm ental algorithm  with the time 
complexity of (rclogrc) on the average.
3 .2 .2  T h e  D e la u n a y  T rian gu la tion
We adopt the incremental m ethod in the following. The m ethod th a t follows is based 
on [5] with some modifications. In our approach, the overall time complexity for 
triangulation is of the order 0 ( n 1-5) for the worst case and 0 ( n )  for the best case, 
which is b e tte r than  the standard  increm ental methods.
Suppose all the d a ta  are in the array D ataPoin t, which is a  s tructu re of the form
s truc t{ f loa t  x ; f l oa t  y ; f l oa t  z; }DataPoint[  ];
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We define structu re T R I A N G L E  to  keep track of the triangles of the triangle net 
and use the variable Triangle  as the header of the d a ta  structure.
s truct  {P[3]; s truct  T R I A N G L E  *£[3]; int  visit;} T R I A N G L E ;
Here, we use P[3] as the index to  the  D ataPoin t to  keep track of the  three vertices of 
the triangle, P[3] as th ree pointers to  keep track of the three neighbors of the triangle, 
it is N U L L  if none, visi t  is used by the traversal of the triangle and is initially set 
to  0. We use a circular linked list to  keep track of the boundary of the triangle net. 
Each node in the link list has a pointer to  the triangle th a t shares the same edge, 
and a  pointer to  the next node. We adopt the convention th a t we label all the d a ta  
in counter clockwise order, for instance, P [0],P [1], P[2] are the three vertices of a 
triangle in the counter clockwise order, and so is the P[3], the order of the three 
neighbors.
There are special cases for the triangulation. The most severe problem is the 
boundary condition. A newly inserted point m ay fall beyond the existing triangle 
network or lie ju st on an edge of the boundary. These conditions can be circumvent 
by first building a  triangle large enough to  enclose all the scattered d a ta  points. 
This way, we may consider only a few special cases and the boundary of the triangle 
network keeps the  same during the point insertion.
The following are pseudo code for triangulation and In i ta lS ta c k ,  E m p ty S ta c k ,  
P u s h  a n d  P o p  are operations to  m anipulate the triangles in the stack.
P r o c e d u r e  T r ia n g u la tio n
step 1:
Build the first triangle large enough to  enclose all the d a ta  points.
Set Tr iangl e  as the first one.
In i t ia lS ta c k
step 2:
fo r  point  =  1 to  n  
I n s e r tP o in t ( f )  
e n d  fo r
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End Triangulation
The procedure InsertPoint is used to  insert a new point to  the existing triangle 
network. The code is shown in the following.
Procedure InsertPoint(n)
{n  is the point index in the d a ta  set } 
i=InTriangle(&t,n);
{Intriangle testes if point n is in the triangle net, if yes it 
sets the triangle t which encloses the point and return  1, 
if the point is on an edge of a  triangle it sets the triangle t 
and return  0. }
if(i = =  0) { the point is on one edge of triangle t  }
SplitTriangleO(t, &t0, & t l ,  ht2 ,  &t3, n);
{Split the triangle t into four subtriangles, or two 
if t has no neighbor on this edge.}
Edge  =  1; Tr iangle  =  20; 
if( /0 -  > E[l]! =  N U L L )
{Push all the exchangeable edges into stack if this 
edge has neighbor }
P ush (£d(7e ,t0 , tO-  > E[Edge]); 
i f ( t l -  > E[Edge]\ =  N U L L )  
P u s h ( E d g e , t l ,  t l -  > E[Edge]); 
if(<2- > E[Edge]\= N U L L )  
P u s h ( E d g e , t 2 , 12-  > E[Edge])\ 
if(<3— > E[Edge]l =  N U L L )  
P u s h (E d g e , t3 ,  t 3 -  > E[Edge])\  
end if ( i= = 0 )
if(i = =  1) { the point is in the triangle }
SplitT rianglel(t, &t0, &tl, k t2 ,  n);
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{Split the triangle t  in to  3 subtriangles with point n 
as the first point in the  new triangles.}
Edge = 1; Tr iangle  =  <0; 
if(Z0— > E[Edge}\ =  N U L L )
{Push all the exchangeable edges into stack if this 
edge has neighbor}
Push(£d<7e,/0, <0- >  E[Edge])\ 
i f ( i l -  > E[Edge]\ = N U L L ) 
P u s h ( E d g e , t l ,  t l -  >  E[Edge])\ 
\ i ( t 2 -  >  E[Edge]l = N U L L )
P us h(E dge , t2 ,  t2— >  E[Edge\);  
end i f ( i= = l )  
while(no< E m ptyStack())
{ if the test edges are not over }
P o p (IkEdge, U t l ,  k t2);
if(Swap{Edge,  <1, 12)) {if swap the edge}
Triangle  = tl; 
i f ( t l -  > £(0)! =  N U L L )
{push all the  possible exchangeable edge into stack} 
Push(0, t l ,  t l -  >  £[0]); 
i f ( f l -  > £(1)! =  N U L L )
Push(2, <1, t l — > £[2]); 
if(t2— > £(0)! =  N U L L )
Push(0, t2, t2— > £[0]); 
i f ( t l -  > £(2)! =  N U L L )
Push(2, t2, t2— > £[2]); 
end while 
End InsertPoint
In typical situation, an inserting point is enclosed by a triangle of the exist triangle
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a. Theinteited point i* to tbe triangle b. The ioseled point it on the edge of mangle*
Figure 3.3: Cases for point insertion
net, bu t special a ttention  must be paid when the inserting d a ta  point is on a  triangle 
edge. In this case, we need to  split the two triangles into four and push all the four 
outside edges into stack for possible edge exchange.
The following is the code for the case th a t the d a ta  point is on an edge of the
triangle.
P r o c e d u r e  S p lit  T riangle0(2 , 20, t l ,  22,23, n)
{Point n  is now on one edge of triangle 2, the triangle 2 
and its neighbor m ay be split into four triangles 20,21,22,23 
if 2 has neighbor sharing the edge, otherwise, 2 will be 
split in to  two triangles 20,21.) 
i = F in d O n E d g e(2 ,ra );
{Find on which edge the point n is on the triangle 2.)
A djT r iang le  =  2 -  >  £[i]; {get adjacent triangle sharing the edge) 
i { (AdjTriangle\  = N U L L )
{Split the two triangle into four subtriangles with point n 
as the first point in each triangle.) 
e lse  {2 has no neighbor on the side.)
{split 2 into two subtriangles with point n  as the first 
point in the triangles) 
e n d  if  
E n d  S p litT rian g leO
Tbe inserting poixi
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Current Triingle
Figure 3.4: Heuristic m ethod to  find a triangle 
3 .2 .3  I n s e r t i n g  P o in t  T o  T h e  T r ia n g le  G r a p h
One of the im portan t operation in our algorithm  is the procedure InTriangle(), to 
find if a point is in the triangle net. It m ay take 0 ( n )  steps to  find the result, where 
n  is the num ber of points in the triangle net. This makes the overall complexity of 
the algorithm  0 ( n 2). In our algorithm , we use a heuristic m ethod to  find the triangle 
enclosing the  point. We s ta r t with the triangle Triangle ,  if the point to  be inserted 
is not in this triangle, the point must in the left side of an edge when we go around 
the triangle with the counter clockwise order. We select th e  next triangle to  be tested 
as the neighbor of this edge, as show in Figure 3.4. By this way, we can find a point 
in about y/n  steps. Because the da ta  to  be inserted are usually related to  each other, 
the next d a ta  point will be the neighbor of the last one in most of the situations. 
It is especially true  when the triangle network is used for grid point estim ation. By 
changing Tr iangle  every tim e to  point to  the newly found triangle, we can find the 
place for the new point in a  few steps in m ost of the cases, which makes the complexity 
of the algorithm  approxim ately the order of O (n) if the  d a ta  are closely related to 
each other, or 0 ( n 1,5, if the d a ta  has no relation, which is faster than  0 ( n 2) while 
still preserves the simplicity of the code.
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Figure 3.5: Triangle areas S  =  F l  +  S2  -f S3
3.3 T he E xisting In terpolation  M ethods
In this section, we will give an introduction to  some of the  existing algorithms in 
scattered d a ta  interpolation.
3 .3 .1  G auss In ter p o la tio n
In [1] a slight modified Gauss interpolation m ethod is used in the scattered d a ta  
interpolation. In order to  estim ate a d a ta  point in a given triangle, the triangle is 
divided into three subareas by the estim ated d a ta  point as shown in Figure 3.5. The 
d a ta  point is estim ated by the following formula:
t t o  J k ( S i , S 2)
J{b1,b2) -  - = 3 ---------- -
Hk=i wk{SuS2)
where /*,(.) is a function passing exactly through the corresponding vertex of the 
triangle, Wk is the weight of the vertex of the triangle. For we have
(■S'l + s 2) * s$
3 (Cs -  z)2 + (j?3 -  y)2
where (C3 , %) is the coordinate of a  vertex. We can get o ther weights by changing 
the indices. By selecting weights this way, we can get a  C 1 estim ation of the surface, 
provided the functions f k  passes through the three corresponding triangle vertex[l].
To find the function f k  passing through the three vertices of the triangle, a  simple 
choice is to  find a  plane passing through the  corresponding vertex w ith the  surface 
norm al as the average of the plane normals of all the triangles sharing the same 
vertex, i.e. the best fit plane on a vertex. It is easy to  see th a t this m ethod is a 
local interpolation, which uses only the triangle around the d a ta  point and triangles 
adjacent to  it. The estim ation is dependent on the m ethod of selecting the  function f k
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as well as the  m ethod of selecting the  weight Wk, a better selection of the  fk  function 
can get a be tte r estim ation.
3 .3 .2  H ard y  In ter p o la tio n
H ardy’s m ethod for irregular d a ta  estim ation uses a global approach. Instead of
using only local d a ta  to  estim ate a given point, this m ethod uses all the  d a ta  points
to  estim ate a  value z  in position (a:,y).
n
z  = Y ^ , c M x i , y i ; x ,y )  (3.1)
*=i
where c,- is a  coefficient and q(x{, ?/,■; x,  y)  is a function of the known point and the
point to  be estim ated, it takes the form
q{xi , yr, x,  y) = ((x,- -  x f  + (y{ -  y )2 +  R 2)1/2
where R 2 >  0 is a  constant
By substitu ting  the n  known d a ta  points into the above equation, we get a  system 
of equation of the form of n  unknowns c,-,i =  1 ,2 , . .  .n.
ci((xo ~ xi f  +  (Vj ~ Vif  + r 2 )1/2 = zi (3-2)
3 =1
i =  1 ,2 ,...,  n
By solving the  system of equation , we can use equation 3.1 to  estim ate the da ta  
value in position (x , y ).
Apparently, this approach is a  global m ethod and can be applied in the irregular 
d a ta  estim ation. It is shown th a t the result is generally satisfactory for small da ta  
size. The only difficulty here is the selection of the value R 2 which is highly dependent 
on the given d a ta  [17].
3.4 T he N ew  m ethods
3 .4 .1  E x te n d e d  P ie c e w ise  H ard y  In ter p o la tio n
One difficulty with the H ardy’s m ethod is th a t we have to solve a  large num ber of 
system of equations if the d a ta  set is large, say 1000 d a ta  points, which m ay be the
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Figure 3.6: Triangles sharing a  d a ta  point
case in m any practical applications. Solving such large system of equations is ra ther 
tim e consuming. An alternative is to  combine the local method with this m ethod by 
first triangulating the  d a ta  with Delaunay triangulation, then estim ating the surface 
passing through all the triangles sharing one common point with the H ardy’s m ethod, 
as shown in Figure3.6. We can get three such surfaces for every triangle and by 
combining them  as in the  Gauss interpolation in the last session, we can get a C 1 
surface estim ation.
The extended piecewise H ardy’s m ethod could be better than  the Gauss interpo­
lation, because the three surfaces passing through all the vertices of the  triangle is a 
b etter estim ation th an  th e  best fit plane. Furtherm ore this m ethod can also be used in 
the three dimensional d a ta  estim ation by three dimensional triangulation of the da ta  
set[13], since H ardy’s m ethod, unlike most of the m ethod in the surface estim ation, 
can be generalized in the three dimensions. Because triangles sharing one common 
point are usually less th an  10, we have about 10 d a ta  points, therefore about 10 equa­
tions to  be solved in the extended piecewise Hardy surface estim ation for each triangle 
vertex, i.e. for each d a ta  point. Instead of solving one large system of equations, we 
need to  solve n  such system  of equations in order to  estim ate the entire domain, The 
tim e complexity for solving a system of equations of n  variables is 0 ( n 3). In this 
m ethod, suppose we solve a system of equations of m  variables for every vertex, then 
the tim e needed to  solve the whole system  is the order of 0 ( n m 3), where m  is around 
10 and not related to  n.  So the tim e to  solve the system of equations for the whole 
system in this m ethod is linear to  the  to ta l num ber of d a ta  points, which is a high 
speed up for the  global H ardy’s m ethod. W hen considering the overhead incurred in 
the piecewise m ethod to  triangle the d a ta  points, to  traverse the triangle in searching
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the neighbor points in order to  get the system of equations of the vertex, the speedup 
may less than  quadratic. Our experim ental results show th a t for problems with 1000 
points, the speed up is about 80. The results on the com puter generated and real 
d ata  show th a t this m ethod generates visually satisfiable estim ation.
The difficulty with both the global and extended piecewise H ardy’s m ethod is 
to choose the Hardy constant R.  In the extended case, each system of equations,
i.e., each d a ta  points, can associate with its own Hardy constant according to  its 
surrounding points. In our algorithm , we choose the Hardy constant for each point 
proportional to  the shortest distance between two points in the neighbor. The pro­
portional constant is the same for all the  points and is given by the user.
3 .4 .2  B e z ie r  T riangle  In terp o la tio n
The m ethod is based on the De C asteljau’s work on the regular triangle for surface 
estim ation. Like De Casteljau algorithm  for the three dimensional curve, the surface 
estim ation can also be expressed by the  Bernstein polynomial in barycentric form 
with u, v and w  as the barycentric coordinate of a  point in the triangle. For a  regular 
triangle of subdivision 4, we have the Bernstein coefficient as the following:
v 5
5v 4 w  5u v 4 
10u3u;2 20u v 3w  10u2v3 
10v 2w 3 30u v 2 w 2 30u 2 v 2w  10u3u2 
5v w 4 20u v w 3 30u 2v w 2 20u 3 v w  5u 4 v  
w 5 5 w 4 u  1 0 w 3 u 2 1 0 w 2 u 3 5 u 4 w  u 5
The regular Bezier triangle surface estim ation is param etric which preserves the 
properties of affine invariance as in the three dimensional curve. Two Bezier triangle 
patches can be combined together along a common edge to  form a C 1 surface if 
and only if the subtriangles along the common edge of the two are coplanar and 
each pair is an affine m ap of the two triangles [7]. T h at is, if the two triangles are 
regularly subdivided triangles and all pairs of subtriangles sharing the common edge
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(u«0,v»l,w»0)
(u-l/5 ,v-2 /5 ,w -3/5) 1
T2
Figure 3.7: C 1 surface formed by two triangles
are coplanar, then the surface formed by these two triangles is C 1, as shown in Figure 
3.7.
In our approach, all the subtriangles in T l  or T2 are the same and are similar 
to  the corresponding large one. If the  barycentric coordinate is denoted by ( u , v , w )  
as show in the  figure, the barycentric coordinate for the interior points can be easily 
obtained. Assume the  triangle T l  and T2 are sharing an edge as shown in Figure 3.7, 
the value for the vertices are (xa, ya, z a), ( x u , y u, z u), (x j , y j , z j ) and (x ui , y u>,zui), we 
can obtain th e  Bezier control points for the triangle T l  in the following way in order 
to form a C 1 surface alone the border of the two triangles:
1. Find the best fit planes L a(u , v ,w ) ,  L j ( u , v , w ) ,  L ui( u , v ,w )  passing through point 
a, f  , u '  respectively, where u, v, w  are barycentric coordinate of a point in the  triangle.
2. Points a , b , c , g ,h  and I are obtained from plane L a(u , v ,w ) ,  where ( u , v ,  w)  are 
the coordinates for the points respectively. Similarly, The other two set of six points 
d,e,  f , j , k , o  and p , s , u ' , t , r , q  can be obtained from the L j ( u , v , w )  and L u> planes.
3. Now the only undecided points in the triangle T l  are the three points in the middle 
triangle, i.e. point i, m  and n.  The triangles on T l  o ther than A cdi on the border 
a f  are all coplanar with the subtriangles of T2. In order to  make subtriangle A cdi 
coplanar with A cdi1, we may select point i and i' as two points of the plane passing
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through point c, d and parallel to the line u'u".  Similarly, select point m , n  this way 
according to  the triangle sharing edge with T l  on the other two sides.
By the above three steps, all the points in T l  are determined by the triangle T l  
and its neighbors, furtherm ore, all the subtriangles on the edge of T l  are coplanar 
with subtriangles sharing the same edge. So the resultant surface formed in such 
way is a C 1. It is easy to  show th a t the above m ethod is invariant under Euclidean 
transform ation.
The point to  be estim ated can be obtained by the regular Bezier triangle estim a­
tion m ethod with the subdivision of 4 by the following formula:
X ( u , v , w )  = v 5x ui +  5v4w x s + buvAx t +  I0v3w 2x p +
20uv3w x q + 10 u2v3x r +  10v2w3xl  +  30 uv2w 2x m +  
30u2v2w x n +  10u3u2a:fc +  w 5x a +  5w4uxb +
1Qw 3u2x c +  lQw2u3Xd + 5u4w x e + u5Xf
where u , v , w  is the barycentric coordinate of the point.
Similarly, we can get the Y ( u , v , w )  and Z ( u , v , w ) by replacing the x  coordinate 
with the y and 2  coordinate in the above formula.
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function m ethod AveError AveStd AbsError AbsStd
1
Gauss 0.000 0.0315 0.0271 0.0160
Bezier 0.000 0.0307 0.0266 0.0152
Hardy 0.000 0.0288 0.0253 0.0138
2
Gauss 0.000 0.1959 0.1871 0.0582
Bezier 0.000 0.1984 0.1859 0.0584
Hardy 0.000 0.1899 0.1812 0.0571
3
Gauss 0.000 0.1073 0.0851 0.0654
Bezier 0.000 0.1055 0.0835 0.0643
Hardy 0.000 0.1025 0.0811 0.0619
Table 3.1: error statistics for com puter generated scattered d a ta  interpolation.
3.5 E xperim ental R esu lts
We tested the three m ethods with both com puter generated d a ta  and a  practical d a ta  
set for the  environm ental problem.
3 .5 .1  R e su lts  w ith  C o m p u ter  G en era ted  D a ta
The com puter generated d a ta  are obtained from the following three functions by 
random  sampling of the coordinates over the range of (—1,1). We use 100 points for 
each da ta  set. The frames are displayed in 50 by 50 grid.
The following three functions are used in our test.
.FI =  exp(—1.0(a:2 +  y2))
F2  =  {tanh(4.b(y -  x )  -f l) /9 .0
F3 = sin(27r(x +  l ) ) e x p ( - y  +  -2 .5 )
Table3.1 lists the average error (AveError), the absolute error (A bsError) and 
their correspondent standard  deviations of the estim ated surface functions. From 
the table, we can see th a t the three m ethods perform not much difference with the 
piecewise H ardy’s m ethod slight better than  the other two. This is also true  for other 
functions.
3 .5 .2  R e su lts  w ith  P r a c tic a l D a ta  S et
The practical d a ta  set has 72 randomly distributed d a ta  points. Because we do not 
know the exact value for the entire domain, we evaluate the different m ethods by
Figure 3.8: Delaunay triangulation for 100 d a ta  points
Figure 3.9: Left:Gauss for F I . Right:Bezier for F I.
Figure 3.10: Left:Hardy for FI. Right:Gauss for F2.
Figure 3.11: Left:Bezier for F2. Right:Hardy for F2.
Figure 3.12: Left:Gauss for F3. Right:Bezier for F3.
Figure 3.13: Hardy for F3
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method AveError AveStd A bsError AbsStd
Gauss 0.0166 2.194 1.520 2.188
Bezier 0.0157 2.169 1.495 2.164
Hardy -0.0095 1.913 1.308 1.916
Table 3.2: error statistics for com puter generated scattered d a ta  interpolation.
Figure 3.14: Original data .
om itting one point and estim ating it with the different m ethods. The m ethod is 
be tte r for this kind of d a ta  if the estim ated value is closer to  the original value. We 
take the square root of the differences as a measure of the accuracy of the different 
m ethods. T he wire frame functions with different m ethods are shown in the following 
figures. The error statistics is shown in table3.2.
3 .5 .3  P ie c e w ise  v ersu s G lob a l H a r d y ’s M e th o d
Both the speed and the accuracy are compared for the piecewise and global H ardy’s 
m ethods. Table3.3 is the time vs d a ta  points for global and piecewise H ardy’s m eth­
ods. T he speedup for each group are shown in Table 3.4. T he d a ta  are also shown 
in Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 . The interpolation is done with 40 x 40 
grids.
Figure 3.15: Gauss estimation data.
Figure 3.16: Bezier estim ation.
Figure 3.17: Hardy estim ation.
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^p o in ts m ethod SlvEqu(sec) Interp(sec) Total(sec)
200 piecewise 2.27 3.91 6.21
global 17.80 12.68 30.49
400 piecewise 5.16 4.55 9.71
global 123.55 34.89 148.44
600 piecewise 10.46 5.85 16.32
global 390.16 37.60 427.76
800 piecewise 12.76 6.05 18.80
global 900.73 49.37 950.09
1000 piecewise 21.50 9.03 30.53
global 1749.36 59.46 1808.83
Table 3.3: tim e for global and piecewise H ardy’s m ethod
^ p o in ts SlvEqu(sec) Interp(sec) Total(sec)
200 7.8 3.2 4.9
400 24.0 5.5 15.3
600 37.3 6.4 26.2
800 70.6 8.2 50.5
1000 81.4 6.6 59.2
Table 3.4: speedup of piecewise over global H ardy’s m ethod
T ine fo r  G lobal H ardy 's  Method
2500
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Figure 3.18: time versus number of data points for global Hardy’s method.
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T ine fo r  P iecew ise  H ard y 's  Method
40
SlvEquTime 
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3.19: tim e versus num ber of points for piecewise H ardy’s method.
speedup o f  th e  p ie cew ise  over th e  g lo b a l nethods
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Figure 3.20: speedup of piecewise over global Hardy’s method.
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function m ethod AveError AveStd AbsError AbsStd
1 piecewise 0.000 0.0007 0.0004 0.0006
global -0.0087 0.0212 0.0190 0.0128
2 piecewise 0.002 0.0027 0.0012 0.0024
global 0.003 0.0033 0.0017 0.0029
3 piecewise -0.0001 0.0055 0.0025 0.0049
global -0.0016 0.0166 0.0114 0.0121
Table 3.5: error statistics for piecewise and global H ardy’s m ethod
From the figures and the table we can see th a t the time complexity for global 
H ardy’s m ethod is 0 ( n 3) and the time complexity for the piecewise H ardy’s m ethod 
is near linear, i.e, 0 (n ) .  The reason th a t the speedup is little less than  the order 
of 0 ( n 2) is because the overhead incurred in the piecewise m ethod in searching for 
neighboring points in order to  solve the system of equations associated with each 
point. One advantage of the piecewise m ethod over the global is th a t different Hardy 
constant R  can be selected in a reasonable tim e period to  make to  interpolation near 
optimum. For a problem with d a ta  points of one thousand, the gain is obvious.
The H ardy’s m ethod is know to be one of the  best m ethods in dealing with the 
scattered d a ta  interpolation. We compared the global and piecewise H ardy’s m ethod 
regarding the accuracy of the interpolation. The comparison is done with the above 
three function, i.e., F I ,  F2  and F3. Two hundred points are used in the evaluation. 
Different Hardy constant are tested for each function and the statistical d a ta  in the 
table are the one with best statistical result am ong different constant selections. The 
result are shown in Table 3.5.
From the table, we see th a t the piecewise H ardy’s m ethod performs b e tte r than  
the global m ethod in all the  cases. The reason is partly  because th a t in the global 
m ethod there is only one Hardy constant for each run, while in the piecewise m ethod, 
each system of equations associated with a  d a ta  point has its own Hardy constant in 
accordance with its own environment as described in the above section, thus allows 
more accurate surface fitting.
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C h ap ter 4 
C on tou rin g  o f  Surface D a ta
4.1 T he P roblem
The surface contour problem can be stated as following:
Giving a set o f bivariate data points in the form  Z ( x , y ) ,  find  all the points ( x , y )  
where the Z ( x , y )  has the same value v, i.e. Z ( x , y )  =  v.
Contouring of surface d a ta  is widely used in surface d a ta  visualization. It gives 
be tte r understanding of the surface by labeling the iso-valued lines of the surface and 
displaying them  on a plane. Many contour algorithms and program s are available. 
The underlying assum ption about the contouring of the surfaces is the continuity,
i.e, all contour lines are closed around peeks or valleys of the surface except a t the 
boundary.
In contouring the surface, one needs some m ethods to  interpolate the d a ta  at 
certain points. There are two general approaches[25]; fitted functions and weighted 
averages or global and piecewise interpolation. F itted  function m ethods determine 
the param eters of an analytic function. Then, using these param eters, the function is 
evaluated a t a  given location to  obtain the height of the representative surface. The 
piecewise m ethods use only the neighbors of d a ta  within range of the interpolation 
point.
T he surface contouring can also be divided into regular surface d a ta  and scattered 
surface d a ta  contouring according to  the input d a ta  points. As in the interpolation 
case, regular d a ta  is somewhat easier, but in contouring, special cases must be taken 
care of, which make the  algorithm  difficult to  im plem ent[30] or ambiguous.
One problem in contouring is the smoothness of the contour line. Most of the 
algorithm s in the regular grid d a ta  contouring assume th a t the grid is fine enough in
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Figure 4.1: The rectangular contour generation
order to  generate reasonable results. B ut in some cases, the original d a ta  may not 
satisfy the assumption.
In the following sections, we first give a  description of the general methods in 
contouring regular grid surfaces, then discuss the triangle subdivision m ethod which 
can both generate arbitrarily  sm ooth contour lines and avoid the ambiguity th a t some 
of the known algorithms may have in certain situations.
4.2 Grid Surface D ata  C ontouring
M ost of the algorithms in grid surface contouring assume th a t the grid point is fine 
enough and linear interpolation is used. The contouring lines can be found in the 
rectangular grid by linear interpolation as show in Figure 4.1. The problem with 
this approach is shown in case c and d, which may generate ambiguity. To avoid the 
problem, a  middle point by averaging the four points may be used which results in 
the following complete 12 cases[30]. W ith  the 12 cases, the program m ing may become 
very complex, although some d a ta  structures can be used. A nother approach is first 
to  in terpolate the rectangular d a ta  with some m ethods, say the cubic splines as we 
described in the previous chapter. Then we get the equation for the patch passing 
through the four points:
3
X ( u , v )  =  T ,  d j x '
i—0
Y ( u , v )  =
i=0
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Figure 4.2: the complete cases for regular contouring
3
Z ( u , v )  = X > ’
»'=o
W ith the cubic equation, we can com pute all the points satisfying the  condition of 
Z ( u , v )  =  z.  This approach can generate sm ooth contour lines, because the in terpo­
lated surface is C 2 continuous. The disadvantage with this m ethod is th a t we need 
to  find the root of the equation, which is time consuming.
4.3 T he Triangle Subdivision  m ethod
4 .3 .1  S c a tte r e d  d a ta
The scattered d a ta  surface contouring is different from the regular d a ta  because of 
the topology. The contouring can also be implemented in two ways, by a general 
fitting m ethod and by the piecewise interpolation.
In the piecewise contouring approach, as in the piecewise in terpolation, triangu­
lation m ay be used. In [22], Sawkar et al, uses three steps contouring the scattered 
surface:
1. triangulation: to  triangulate the original d a ta  to get a triangle net.
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3. tbm  points
Figure 4.3: Triangle pseudo points
2. subtriangulation: each triangle can form a quadrilateral with one of its three 
neighbors. The intersection point of the diagonals is common to the two trian ­
gles. The value a t the intersection point is calculated by the known point in 
the vertices of the  quadrilateral. A triangle may have none, one or two such 
intersections, which is also called pseudo points, as shown in the figure. Three 
pseudo points can subdivide the triangle into four triangles while one pseudo 
point can only subdivide the triangle into two. The subdivision process can be 
continued by using the new triangles.
3. interpolation : linear interpolation is used after the triangle subdivision.
This approach may have the following three disadvantages:
1. the subdivision is not uniform, some triangles may be split into m ore triangles 
than others.
2. by subdivision, the memory to hold the d a ta  and the triangle mesh grows ex­
ponentially. The triangle relations also need to  be updated to  hold the  new 
relation.
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3. the contour lines may not be accurate for some d a ta  set, since the interpolation 
to  obtain the pseudo points uses only four points.
Based on the above observations, we propose a  new triangle subdivision approach. 
The m ethod is also based on the triangle net for the scattered da ta  and can be 
described as follow:
1. in contrast to  subdivide all the triangles a t the same tim e, we subdivide one 
triangle recursively up to  the desired level, and calculate the contour lines at 
the  same time.
2. each triangle is evenly subdivided into four triangles by interpolating the middle 
points on the three edges.
3. the interpolation is an input param eter to  the contouring program , not deter­
mined by the program  itself. The interpolation may use one of the m ethods 
described in the above chapter.
The triangle subdivision is also shown in Figure 4.4. W ith  the  triangle itself, we 
have no ambiguity problem , bu t when considering the process of triangulation, we 
still have two choices when four points are on a  rectangular grid, but the ambiguity 
will be resolved with subdivision unless there is an extremely narrow ridge along the 
diagonal. As shown in Figure 4.5, the  am biguity problem exists only if there is always 
a t least one rectangle with the am biguity structure after a  num ber of subdivisions.
In the algorithm , we assume th a t we have the queue operation functions, 
initial q u eu e (In itQ u eu e ), enter queue (E n q u e u e )  out queue (O u tQ u e u e )  and em pty 
queue (E m p ty Q u e u e )  for triangle net traverse. The function F in d M id d le P o in ts  
finds the three middle points of the input triangle with the supplied function.
The pseudo algorithm  is illustrated  as following:
/*  Contour the scattered data: by triangle subdivision * /
/ *  inputs :
level [] : array of length nlevels.
a. subdivision 1 c. contouring
Figure 4.4: Triangle subdivision and contouring
+
a. choice 1 b. choice 2
+
c. choice 1 subdivision 1 d. choice 2 subdivision 1
Figure 4.5: Subdivision and resolving ambiguity
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Depth : subdivision level.
O utPutL ine : function to  ou tput contour line.
InterpPoint : function to  interpolate the point.
Contour(level, nlevels, D epth, O utPutL ine, In terpPoin t)* /
float level [ ];
int nlevels, Depth;
void (* O u tP u tL in e )(P O IN T  *, POINT *); 
int (*InterpPoint)(float x, float y, float *z);
{ int i; TRIAN G LE *t; PO IN T P[3];
/*  initial the triangle queue */ 
t=Triangle; InitQ ueue(); EnQueue(t);
/*  traverse the triangle net * / 
do {
O utQ ueue(& t); t-> v is it= l; 
fo r(i= 0 ;i< 3 ;i+ + ) {
/*  if edge has neighbor and has not been visited * / 
if((t->E[i]!=N U LL) k k  (t-> E [i])-> v isit!= l ) 
EnQ ueue(t->E[i]);
}
for(i=0; i<3; i+ + )  /*  get triangle vertices * /
P  [i]= Point [t- > P[i]];
/*  subdivide the  triangle * /
trace(t, P, level, nlevels, 0, D epth, O utPutL ine, InterpPoint);
} w hile(E m ptyQ ueue()!= l);
return;
}
/*  function:trace the contour line. * /
/*  the trace is recursively called. * /
/*  input :P []: triangle three points, * /
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/*  t: triangle pointer, nlevels in level[] * /
t r a c e ( t ,  P, level, nlevels, currdepth, Depth, O utPutL ine, InterpPoint)
struct triangle *t;
s truct point P[ ];
float level[ ];
int nlevels, currdepth, Depth; 
void (*O utPutLine)();
void (*InterpPoint)(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z);
{ PO IN T P m [3], P0[3], P l[3], P2[3], P3[3j;
if(currdepth<D epth) { /*  subdivide the triangle */
F indM iddlePoints(t, P, Pm , InterpPoint);
P0[0]=P[0]; P0[l]=Pm [0]; P0[2]=Pm[2];
trace(t, PO, level, nlevels, currdepth+1, D epth, O utPutL ine, InterpPoint); 
P l[0 ]= P [lj; P l[ l]= P m [l] ; P l[2]=Pm [0];
trace(t, P I ,  level, nlevels, currdepth+1, D epth, O utPutL ine, InterpPoint); 
P2[0]=P[2]; P2[l]=Pm [2]; P2[2]=Pm [l];
trace(t, P2, level, nlevels, currdepth+1, D epth, O utPutL ine, InterpPoint); 
trace(t, Pm , level, nlevels, currdepth+1, D epth, O utPutL ine, InterpPoint);
}
else { /*  out pu t the conotur * /
O utPutC ontour(P , level, nlevels, O utPutL ine);
}
}
4 .3 .2  G rid  D a ta
In surface contouring, we have two problems in the rectangular d a ta  with the m ethods 
discussed in section 4.2. W ith the triangle subdivision m ethod, these two problems 
can be solved easily. So, we m ay also divide the rectangle into triangles and use the 
triangle subdivision to  contour the surface as in the scattered data. A rectangle can 
be divided into two or four triangles as shown in Figure 4.6. W ith the two triangle
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T2
T4
T2
a. two triangles b. four triangles
Figure 4.6: Divide rectangle into triangles.
subdivision, we still have the ambiguity problem to  select one of the diagonals, so 
four triangle subdivision is used in our algorithm. The basic idea is the same except 
th a t  we do not need the triangle network.
4.4 E xperim ental R esu lts
Figure 4.9 is the contour by the scattered m ethod for Figure 4.8 with the d a ta  distri­
bution in Figure 4.7
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3 D7__
Figure 4.7: D a ta  distribution.
Figure 4.8: Wire frame for contouring data.
Figure 4.9: Contour p lotting  with triangle subdivision m ethod.
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C h ap ter 5 
G raphics U ser In terface (G U I) o f  th e  
S ca ttered  D a ta  In terp o la tion  and  
V isu a liza tio n (S D IV ) Package
Graphics User Interface (GUI) is an im portan t p art for a user friendly package. Win­
dows and menus are common in the program s developed today. The tools and li­
braries, such as X ll /M o tif  in UNIX and Microsoft Windows in IBM PC, also facili­
ta te  the task  for user friendly interface. In this chapter, we give an overview of the 
Scattered D a ta  Interpolation and Visualization package, the usage of th e  program  as 
well as some results.
The package was implemented in both Sun Sparc Station running UNIX and X 
window and IBM PC running MSDOS. We describe only the X l l  im plem entation in 
the following sections. The MSDOS im plem entation has the same feature but with 
different operations.
5.1 T he G U I under X l l
There are two windows in the display for this package, one is control panel, and the 
other is the graphics window. The two windows are shown in Figure5.1 and Figure5.2 
respectively. T he control panel is a window consisting of control bu ttons to  operate 
the display o u tp u t in the graphics window. T he control window has the  following 
functions:
• display m ethod selection.
• interpolation m ethod selection.
• file handling.
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D is p la n M e th o d I n t e r p H e t h o d
C o n t r o l I n f o r m a t i o n
R o t a t i o n
+1+53.93p
' 0
*1 +0 . 00^ 1+320.5^
T r a n s l a t i o n Amplify
X V Z
+102 +102
OH+
-102 -102 -102
Figure 5.1: The control panel
G raphics
Figure 5.2: The graphics window
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• inform ation and help.
• graphics ro tation  around X ,  Y ,  and Z  axis.
• graphics translation.
• amplification along X ,  Y , Z  directions.
As shown in Figure5.1 , the display m ethod, interpolation m ethod, file handling and 
control, and inform ation selections are implemented by pull-down menus and buttons. 
While graphics transform ation operations, ro tation , translation and amplification, are 
implemented as graphical objects to  make the operation intuitive.
5.2 C om m and Line O ptions
The program  can be activated by the command:
xsdv [ - f  filename] [—d display] [ - g  geometry] [ - fx  frameX] [—fy framrY]
The —f option specifies the d a ta  file to  be read and interpolated. The file may be in 
one of the three form ats described in the  following section. If no file nam e is specified 
in the com m and, the  program  reads demo.dat file. The program interpolates the d a ta  
with the default interpolation m ethod after the  d a ta  is loaded into memory.
The —d option selects the  host display, it can display the results across the network. 
The default is the current host display.
The —g option specifies the Graphics window size. The option 400x500 specifies the 
width and height of the window as 400 and 500. the default window size is 500x500. 
The —fx and —fy options are used to  specify the num ber of points in T  or Y  direction 
used in wire fram e display.
5.3 D ata  F ile  Form ats
Presently, the program  recognizes three file form ats, the XYZ-POINTS, IJZ-PO IN TS 
and Z.ONLY form at. T he XYZ-POINTS form at d a ta  file is a list of x , y , z  triples 
with the first line of the  file marked w ith XYZ-POINTS. This form at is common in 
the scattered d a ta  interpolation and estim ation. The IJZ-POINTS is a  list of i , j , z
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triples with the first line marked with IJZ-PO IN TS and the following four lines with
the information:
l in e  1: IJZ_P0INTS in te r p o la te d  data
l in e  2: FramePointX FramePointY
l in e  3: minx maxx
l in e  4: miny maxy
l in e  5: minz maxz
l in e  6: i  j z
The i , j  in the triple is the x  and y  index to  the array holding the Z  values. The 
F ra m e P o in tX  and F ra m e P o in tY  are the dimension of the array in the two direc­
tions.
The Z.ONLY form at is almost the same as the IJZ-PO IN TS with only single z 
value in the d a ta  list. The IJZ-PO IN TS form at is used because in the scattered data , 
interpolation a t certain place may not be available even after interpolation. Only the 
points indexed by the i , j  values can be obtained.
The IJZ-PO IN TS can be used to  display interpolated scattered d a ta , the Z-ONLY 
d a ta  form at can be used to  display the rectangular d a ta  sets.
5.4 D isp lay  M eth od  Selection
There are four item s, Points, Wire Frame, Contour, Frame and Contour as shown in 
Figure5.3. T he Points selection is used to  display the  original points read from the 
file. The points are displayed in a  box with dashed line on its bottom . Each point is 
displayed as a 4 X 4 little  rectangle in the projected space. A dashed line is connected 
from the  point to  the bo ttom  of the box to  make the d a ta  points looks 3 dimensional 
as shown in Figure5.4. This display m ethod can also be used to  adjust the the d a ta  
points and the fram e in a proper position by using the graphics ro tation , translation , 
and amplification bu ttons on the Control Panel. T he other display m ethod may take 
longer tim e to  put the object on the desired place.
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Figure 5.3: Display m ethod selection
The Wire Frame selection displays a wire fram e of the interpolated surface with 
hidden line elim ination, Figure 5.2. The wire frame can be ro ta ted , translated  and 
amplified with the correspondent operations.
The Contour selection displays the contour m ap of the interpolated d a ta  set as 
shown in Figure5.5. I t occupies the whole graphics window with graphics transfor­
m ations disabled.
The Frame and Contour displays wire frame of the interpolated surface d a ta  with 
the contour m ap projected underneath it, as shown in Figure 5.6. This m ethod enables 
the simultaneous view of the contour m ap and the wireframe in the same window.
The Triangle network selection displays the Delaunay triangulation of the original 
d a ta  points. It can be operated by the graphics transform ations to  make the display 
as a  wireframe of triangles as shown in Figure 5.7.
5.5 In terp olation  M ethod  Selection
Four m ethods for the scattered d a ta  interpolation are implemented a t present, Gauss, 
Bezier, Hardy and Q u a d ra t ic .  The details of the m ethod are described in the 
following sections. The different interpolation m ethods can be selected through the
G raphics
Figure 5.4: Display points selection
G raphics
Figure 5.5: Display contour selection
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(S) G raphics
Figure 5.6: Display fram e and contour selection
G raphics
Figure 5.7: Display triangle network selection
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Figure 5.8: Interpolation m ethod selection 
Interpolation Method menu as shown in Figure 5.8.
5.6 C ontrol Selection
The menu for Control Selection is shown in Figure 5.9.
The Load file selection can be used to  load a new file for interpolation and display. 
W hen select this item , you need to  input the file name through the standard  input. 
If the program  can not open the file, it will ask you to  input the file nam e again. 
The Save file  selection is to  save the interpolated d a ta  into a  file. The d a ta  is saved 
in IJZ-PO IN TS form at, i.e., the first two d a ta  are integers representing the x  and y 
index of the d a ta  point in the array, the third one is the interpolated datum  at the 
point indexed by the first two.
The Reset selection is used to  reset the ro tation , translation and amplification to 
their initial value.
The Exit selection exit the program .
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F igure 5.9: Control selection
5.7 Inform ation  Selection
The Inform ation  selection is shown in Figure 5.10. It provides the inform ation about 
the program  itself, the  graphics transform ation, the  rotation angle, the amplify factor, 
the translation  in the  graphics window and the information about the d a ta  file, the 
interpolation m ethod and display m ethod as shown in the following:
SCATTERED DATA INTERPOLATION AND DISPLAY 
* * * ** * * * * * * $ * * * * £ * * $ * * $ * * * * * * * * * £ * * * * * $ * * # * * $ * * * % * * * * $ * * % * * * * $ * * * * 
COMPUTER GRAPHICS LABORATORY 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS 
Weibao Wu & E. Y fa n tis  
J u ly , 1992
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
F ile  Name : demo.dat
Number o f P o in ts  : 200
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Figure 5.10: Inform ation selection
D isp lay  Method : Wire Frame
In te r p o la t io n  Method: Gauss
R otate A n g le (d eg ree ): X= +47.0 Y= +0.0 Z=+320.9
Amplify fa c to r  : X=+0.826 Y=+0.826 Z=+1.000
T r a n s la t io n (P ix e l)  : X= +0 Y= +40
MinX MaxX : -0 .9 9 8 +0.990
MinY MaxY : -0 .9 9 9 +0.998
MinZ MaxZ : -0 .1 9 4 +0.214
5.8 R otation , Translation and A m plification
The rotation of the graphics d a ta  is operated through the three clock like panels, 
num bered X ,  Y  and Z  respectively. The graphics in the graphics window can be 
ro ta ted  around X ,  Y  and Z  axis by clicking the mouse bu tton  in the clock . The 
clock hand will move to the cursor position and ro ta te  the graphics. Press the mouse 
b u tton  down and move the cursor around the clock can also make the clock hand
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stick to the cursor and ro ta te  the graphics data . By pressing the two little  buttons 
inside the rotation window increases or decreases the ro tation  by one degree. The 
degree rotated around each axis is displayed between the two little increase/decrease 
buttons. The same degree in the three axis may not result the same graphics position 
because of the rotation is order dependent. The ro tation  buttons can be seen in 
Figure5.1.
The translation is performed by pressing the mouse b u tton  in one of the two 
translation windows for X  or Y  directions. The black rectangle in the translation 
bu tton  marks the coordinate origin in th a t direction. Like in the ro tation  window, 
the black rectangle in the translation button  can also stick to  the cursor when the 
mouse button is pressed while moving in the translation window. The translation  is 
on the image space, i.e. in pixels.
Amplification of the graphics d a ta  is controlled by the three little bu ttons m arked 
% 4- 10% or -10%  in the amplification window for X ,  Y  and Z  axis. Press one of 
the three buttons in the window will increase or decrease the graphics size by 10% 
percent in the direction.
5.9 V iew ing D ata  in th e  graphics w indow
D ata  can be evaluated in the graphics window when all the three ro tation angles are 
zero. The value a t certain point in the graphics window is displayed in the upper 
left corner of the graphics window when the mouse bu tton  is pressed in the graphics 
window. The d ata  are displayed in the (x , y , z ) form at. If the d a ta  point is outside 
the scope of the interpolation, the 2  value may be displayed as unknown.
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A p p en d ix  A
Source C od e for th e  X S D V
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CFLAGS = - 0  —I/loca l/X llR 4 /in c lu d e  
#IN C L U D E S= —I/loca l/X llR 4 /in clu d e  
LIBS =  —L /lo c a l/X llR 4 /lib  -1X11 - lm  
LFLAGS =  —L /lo ca l/X llR 4 /lib  -1X11 
CC =  gcc
OBJS =m ain.o xgraphics.o xpanel.o xwinutil.o xbutton.o xinit.o \  
xmenu.o misc.o fileio.o dravvframe.o setaxis.o interp.o \  
bezier.o phardy.o ftriangle.o drawcontour.o equation.o
xpanel :$(OBJS) Makefile
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —o xsdv main.o xgraphics.o xpanel.o xwinutil.o \  
xbutton.o xinit.o xmenu.o misc.o fileio.o drawframe.o setaxis.o\ 
interp.o bezier.o phardy.o ftriangle.o drawcontour.o equation.o \  
$(LIBS) 
main.o : main.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  main.c 
xgraphics.o: xgraphics.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c xgraphics.c 
xpanel.o: xpanel.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c xpanel.c 
xinit.o : xinit.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  xinit.c 
xwinutil.o: xwinutil.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  xwinutil.c 
xbutton.o: xbutton.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c xbutton.c 
xmenu.o : xmenu.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c xmenu.c 
misc.o :misc.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c misc.c 
fileio.o: fileio.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  fileio.c 
drawframe.o: drawframe.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c drawframe.c 
drawcontour.o: drawcontour.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c drawcontour.c 
setaxis.o: setaxis.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c setaxis.c 
interp.o : interp.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  interp.c 
bezier.o: bezier.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  bezier.c 
ftriangle.o -.ftriangle.c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  ftriangle.c 
phardy.o: phardy.c
S(CC) $(CFLAGS) - c  phardy.c 
equation ,o:equation .c
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) —c equation.c
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/* main program for interactive scattered data interpolation and display
* Weibao Wu, Junly 9, 1992
* Department o f Computer Science
* University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
*1
/* function prototypes */
void CommandLineParsing(int, char **);
void GraphicsScreen(void);
void OpenXDisplay(char *);
void ControlPanel(void);
void EventLoop(void);
void ReadData(char * filename);
void error(char *);
void allocFrameData(float **FrameData,int nx, int ny);
#  include <stdio.h>
^include <m ath.h>
^include "g lo b a ls .h "
main(int argc, char **argv)
{
CommandLineParsing(argc, argv);
ReadData(filename);
/* open connection with the X  server */
OpenXDisplay (argv[0]);
/* create graphics screen */
GraphicsScreen();
/* create X  panel */
ControlPanel();
/* event handdling loop */
EventLoop();
}
void error(char *s)
{
printf("E rror: '/.s\n", s); 
exit(l);
}
/* interp.c */
/* Weibao Wu Oct.7, 1991
* Gauss interpolation.
/*  change June 11, 92 */
^include <stdio.h>
^include <m ath.h>
#include "image.h"
#include "g lo b a ls .h "
#define sqr(x) (x)*(x)
int OnBoundary(struct triangle *t);
float G_Interpolation(struct triangle *t,float x,float y,
float *nx,float *ny,float *nz,float *Area); 
int GaussJnterpPoint(float x, float y, float *z); 
int Gauss_InterpPoint2(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z);
/* Interpolation the data in the array Point[TotalPoints] in ROI */
void GaussJnterp(xl,yl,x2,y2, deltax, deltay, OutPutPoint)
float xl,yl,x2,y2;
float deltax,deltay;
void (*OutPutPoint)(int, int ,float);
{
int ij; 
int l,m; 
float x,y,z;
struct triangle *t; 
if(xl==x2 || y l==y2) 
return; 
if(xl>x2) { 
x=xl; xl=x2; x2=x;
}
if(yi>y2) { 
y=yl; yl=y2; y2=y;
}
Tranverse(Triangle,0); /* Set visit sign=0 */
for(i=0, y=yl; i<FramePointX; i++ , y+=deltay) 
for(j=0, x=xl; j<FramePointY; j+ + , x+=deltax) { 
if(GaussJnterpPoint( x, y, &z)) /* interpolated */
(*OutPutPoint)(j, i, z);
}
}
int GaussJnterpPoint(float x, float y, float *z)
{
int 1;
float TArea[3];
struct triangle *t;
static float nx[3],ny[3],nz[3];
static struct triangle *ct=NULL;
l=InTriangle(&t,x,y);
if(l<0)
return 0; /* do not interpolate */
if(c t/t){  /* i f  new triangle */
TriangleNormals(t,nx,ny,nz); /* Three normals at the end point oft*/  
ct=t;
}
TriangleAreas(t,x,y,TArea); /* Three areas in triangle t */
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*z=G_Interpolation(t,x,y,nx,ny,nz,TArea);
return(l);
}
/* interpolation a point for triangle t */
int Gauss.InterpPoint2(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z)
{
int 1;
float TArea[3]; 
static float nx[3],ny[3],nz[3]; 
static struct triangle *ct=NULL; 
if(ct^t){ /* i f  new triangle */
TriangleNormals(t,nx,ny,nz); /* Three normals at the end point of t*/ 
ct=t;
}
TriangleAreas(t,x,y,TArea); /* Three areas in triangle t */
*z=GJnterpolation(t,x,y,nx,ny,nz,TArea);
return(l);
}
/* Interpolation: given (x,y) three plane normals, three areas. */ 
float G Jnterpolation(struct triangle *t,float x,float y,
float *nx, float *ny, float *nz, float *Area)
{
int i j ;
float t0,tl,t2,z;
float w[3] ,f[3];
float tx[3],ty[3],tz[3],ttz[3];
/* Compute the real value */ 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
tx[i]=Point[t-+P[i]].x; 
ty [i]= Point [t-» P [i]j.y; 
tz[i]=Point[t—*P[i]].z;
}
/* Compute Weight *j 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
w[i]=(sqr(Area[(i+2)%3])+sqr(Area[i]))*sqr(Area[(i+l)%3]); 
tl=sqr(x—tx[(i+l)%3])+sqr(y—ty[(i+l)%3]); 
tl=tl*(sqr(x-tx[(i+2)% 3])+sqr(y-ty[(i+2)% 3])); 
w[i]=w[i]*tl;
}
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
if(x==tx[i] &ik y==ty[i]) { 
w[i]= 1.0; w[(i+l)%3]=0.0; w[(i+2)%3]=0.0; 
break;
}
}
/* w[0]=:Area[l]; w[l]=Area[2]; w[2]=Area[0]; */
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tl=w[0]+w[l]+w[2];
for(i=0;i<3;i++)
w [i]=w [i]/tl;
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
tl=(nx[i]*(x—tx[i])+ny[i]*(y—ty[i]))/nz[i]; 
ttz[i]=—tl+tz[i];
}
t2=0; tl= 0; 
for(i=0;i<3; i+ + ) { 
t2+=ttz[i]*w[i];
}
return(t2);
}
% bezier.c 
/* bezier.c */
/* interpolation with Bezier triangle method */
/* Weibao Wu 
*/
#include <stdio.h>
^include <m ath.h>
^include "image.h"
^include " g lo b a ls .h "
int OnBoundary(struct triangle *t); 
float BJnterpolation2(); 
float PlaneValue();
int Bezier_InterpPoint(float x, float y, float *z);
int Bezier_InterpPoint2(struct triangle *t, float x,float y,float *z);
/* Interpolation the data in the array Point[TotalPoints] in ROI */
void Bezier.Interp( xl,yl,x2,y2, deltax, deltay, OutPutPoint)
float xl,yl,x2,y2;
float deltax, deltay;
void (*OutPutPoint)(int, int, float);
{
int ij; 
int l,m; 
float x,y,z,tl; 
struct triangle *t;
if(xl==x2 || y l==y2) 
return; 
if(xl>x2) { 
x=xl; xl=x2; x2=x;
}
if(yl>y2) {
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y=yl; yl=y2; y2=y;
}
Tranverse(Triangle,0); /* Set visit sign=0 */
for(i=0, y=yl; i<FramePointX; i++ , y+=deltay) 
for(j=0, x=xl; j<FramePointY; j+ + , x+=deltax) { 
if(Bezier_InterpPoint(x, y, &z)) /* i f  interpolated */
(*OutPutPoint)(j, i, z);
}
}
/* Interpolation2: given (x,y) three plane normals, three areas. */
float BJnterpolation2(t,u,v,w ,BzPoints)
float BzPoints[6][6]; 
float u,v,w; 
struct triangle *t;
{
int ij;
float x0,y0,xl,yl,x2,y2; 
float t0,tl,t2,z;
float u2,u3,u4,v2,v3,v4,w2,w31w4; /* u2=u*u u3=u2*u.. */ 
float tx[3],ty[3],tz[3],ttz[3];
/* Compute the real value */ 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
tx[i]=Point[t—>P[i]].x; 
ty [i]= Point [t->P [i]] .y; 
tz[i]=Point[t—>P[i]].z;
}
u2=u*u; u3=u2*u; u4=u3*u; 
v2=v*v; v3=v2*v; v4=v3*v; 
w2=w*w; w3=w2*w; w4=w3*w;
/* for boarder */ 
t2=0; /* u-v */
t2 =((((BzPoints[0][0]*u+BzPoints[0][l]*5.0*v)*u+10.0*BzPoints[0][2]*v2)*u+ 
BzPoints[0][3]*10.0*v3)*u-l-BzPoints[0][4]*5.0*v4)*u;
/* v-tv */
t2+=((((BzPoints[0][5]*v+BzPoints[l][4]*5.0*w)*v+10.0*BzPoints[2][3]*w2)*v+
BzPoints[3][2]*10.0*w3)*v+BzPoints[4][l]*5.0*w4)*v;
/* w-u */
t2+=((((BzPoints[5] [0]*w+BzPoints[4][0]*5.0*u)*w+10.0*BzPoints[3][0]*u2)*w+ 
BzPoints[2][0]*10.0*u3)*w+BzPoints[l][0]*5.0*u4)*w;
/* middle points */ 
t2+=10.0*u2*v*w*(2.0*u*BzPoints[l][l]+3.0*v*BzPoints[l][2]); 
t2+=10.0*u*v2*w*(2.0*v*BzPoints[l][3]+3.0*w*BzPoints[2][2]); 
t2+=10.0*u*v*w2*(2.0*w*BzPoints[3][l]+3.0*u*BzPoints[2][l]);
retum(t2);
}
int Bezier.lnterpPoint(float x,float y,float *z)
{
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int 1;
float nx[3],ny[3],nz[3];
float u,v,w;
struct triangle *t;
static float BzPoints[6][6];
static struct triangle *ct=NULL;
l=InTriangle(&t,x,y);
if(l<0)
return 0; /* do not interpolate */
if(ctyU){ /* i f  the two times are not the same triangle */
TriangleNormals(t,nx,ny,nz); /* Three normals at the end point of t*j 
TriangleBzPoints(t,BzPoints,nx,ny,nz); /* compute Bezier points*/ 
ct=t;
}
Barycentric(t,x,y,&u,&v,&;w);
*z=BJnterpolation2(t,u,v,w ,BzPoints); 
return 1;
}
/* interpolation a point for triangle t */
int Bezier_InterpPoint2(struct triangle *t, float x,float y,float *z)
{
int 1;
float nx[3],ny[3],nz[3]; 
float u,v,w;
static float BzPoints[6][6]; 
static struct triangle *ct=NULL;
if(ct^ t){ /* i f  the two times are not the same triangle */ 
TriangleNormals(t,nx,ny,nz); /*  Three normals at the end point of t*/ 
TriangleBzPoints(t,BzPoints,nx,ny,nz); /* compute Bezier points */ 
ct=t;
}
Barycentric(t,x,y,&u,&;v,&.w);
*z=B-Interpolation2(t,u,v,w,BzPoints);
return 1;
}
/* Compute the barycentic cordinates */
Barycentric(t,x,y,u,v,w) 
struct triangle *t; 
float x,y; 
float *u,*v,*w;
{
float x0 ,y0 ,x l,y l,x2 ,y2;  
float tarea.tl; 
float Area[3];
/* compute the three bycentric triangle cordinates */ 
xO=Point[t—+P[0]].x; yO=Point[t—»P[0]].y; 
x l= P o in t[t—*-P[l]].x; y l= P o in t[t—>P[l]).y; 
x2=Point[t—>P[2]].x; y2=P oint[t—*-P[2]].y;
* u = x * ( y l- y 2 ) - x l* ( y -y 2 )+ x 2 * (y -y l) ;  
* v = x 0 * (y -y 2 )-x * (y 0 -y 2 )+ x 2 * (y 0 -y ) ;  
* w = x O * (y l-y )-x l* (y O -y )+ x * (y O --y l);  
tarea=xO *(yl— y2)—xl*(yO —y2)+x2*(y0—yl);
*u=*u/tarea; *v=*v/tarea; *w=*w/tarea;
}
/* compute Bezier points */ 
TriangleBzPoints(t,BzPoints,nx,ny,nz) 
struct triangle *t; 
float BzPoints[6][6],nx[|,ny[],nz[];
/* BePoints[u][v][w] */
{
int ij ;
float 11,tx [3],ty [3] ,tz [3],ttz [3]; 
float tmp[4],x,y,z; 
struct triangle *curr; 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
tx[i]=Point[t—*P[i]].x; 
ty [i]= Point [t —*■ P [ij] .y ; 
tz[i]=Point[t—*P[i]].z;
}
/* Border line u-v */
BzPoints[0][0]=tz[0]; 
x= tx[0]+ 1 .0 /5 .0*(tx [l]—tx[0]); 
y= ty[0]+ 1 .0 /5 .0*(ty[l]-ty[0]);
BzPoints[0] [l]=PlaneValue(nx[0] ,ny [0] ,nz[0] ,tx[0] ,ty [0] ,tz[0] ,x ,y);
x= tx[0]+ 2 .0 /5 .0*(tx [l]—tx[0]); 
y= ty[0]+ 2.0 /5 .0*(ty[l]-ty[0]);
BzPoints[0][2]=PlaneValue(nx[0],ny[0],nz[0],tx[0],ty[0],tz[0],x,y);
x= tx[0]+ 3 .0 /5 .0*(tx [l]—tx[0]); 
y=ty[0 ]+ 3 .0 /5 .0*(ty [l]-ty [0 ]);
BzPoints[0][3]=PlaneValue(nx[l],ny[l],nz[l],tx[l],ty[l],tz[l],x,y);
x=tx[0]-+-4.0/5.0*(tx[l]—tx[0]); 
y= ty[0]+ 4 .0 /5 .0*(ty[l]-ty[0]);
BzPoints[0][4]=PlaneValue(nx[l],ny[l],nz[l],tx[l],ty[l],tz[l],x,y);
BzPoints[0][5]=tz[l];
/* Border line u-w */ 
x=tx[0]+1.0/5 .0*(tx[2]—tx[0]); 
y=ty[0]+1.0/5 .0*(ty[2]-ty[0]);
BzPoints[l] [0]=PlaneValue(nx[0] ,ny [0] ,n2 [0] ,tx[0] ,ty [0], tz [0] ,x,y);
x=tx[0]+2.0/5.0*(tx[2] —tx[0]); 
y=ty[0]+2.0/5 .0*(ty[2]-ty[0]);
BzPoints[2] [0]=PlaneValue(nx[0] ,ny[0] ,nz[0] ,tx[0],ty [0] ,tz[0],x,y);
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x= tx[0]+3.0/5 .0*(tx[2]-tx[0]); 
y=ty[0]+3.0/5 .0*(ty[2]—ty[0]);
BzPoints[3][0]=PlaneValue(nx[2],ny[2],nz[2],tx[2],ty[2],tz[2],x,y);
x=tx[0]+4 .0 /5 .0*(tx[2]—tx[0]); 
y=ty[0]+4.0/5 .0*(ty[2]-ty[0]);
BzPoints[4][0]=PlaneValue(nx[2],ny[2],nz[2],tx[2],ty[2],tz[2],x,y);
BzPoints[5][0]=tz[2];
j* Border line tv-v */ 
x=tx[l]-t-1.0/5.0*(tx[2]—tx[l]); 
y = ty [l]+ l-0 /5 .0 * (ty [2 ]-ty [l]);
B zPoints[l][4]=PlaneV alue(nx[l],ny[l],nz[l],tx[l],ty[l],tz[l]1x,y);
x = tx [l]+ 2 .0 /5 .0* (tx [2 ]—tx[l]); 
y= ty [l]+ 2 .0 /5 .0 * (ty [2 ]-ty [l]);
BzPoints[2][3]=PlaneValue(nx[l],ny[l],nz[l],tx[l],ty[l],tz[l],x,y);
x = tx [l]+ 3 .0 /5 .0 * (tx [2 ]-tx [l]);
y= ty [l]+ 3 .0 /5 .0 * (ty [2 ]-ty [lj);
BzPoints[3][2]=PlaneValue(nx[2],ny[2],nz[2],tx[2],ty[2],tz[2],x,y);
x = tx [l]+ 4 .0 /5 .0 * (tx [2 ]—tx[l]); 
y= ty [l]+ 4 .0 /5 .0* (ty [2 ]—ty[l]);
BzPoints[4][l]=PlaneValue(nx[2],ny[2],nz[2],tx[2],ty[2],tz[2],x,y);
/* Interious points: first set */
x=0.6*tx[0]+0.2*(tx[2]+tx[l]);
y=0.6*ty[0]+0.2*(ty[2]+ty[l]);
BzPointsfl] [l]=P lane Value(nx[0] ,ny [0] ,nz [0] ,tx [0], ty [0], tz [0] ,x ,y);
x=0.6*tx[l]+0.2*(tx[2]+tx[0]);
y=0.6*ty[l]+0.2*(ty[2]+ty[0]);
BzPoints[l][3]=PlaneV alue(nx[l],ny[l],nz[l],tx[l],ty[l],tz[l],x,y);
x=0.6*tx[2]+0.2*(tx[0]+tx[l]);
y=0.6*ty[2]+0.2*(ty[0]+ty[l]);
BzPoints[3][l]=PlaneValue(nx[2],ny[2],nz[2],tx[2],ty[2],tz[2],x,y);
/* Interior points : second set */ 
for(i= 0 ;i< 3 ;i+ + )
Interior Point(t ^ nXjny^z .BzPoints);
}
/* Computer the interior point */ 
InteriorPoint(t,n,nx,ny,nz,BzPoints) 
struct triangle *t; 
float BzPoints[6][6],nxO,nyO,nz[]; 
int n;
{
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int ij;
float nx3 [3] ,ny3 [3] ,nz3 [3] ,nx4 ,ny4 ,nz4; 
float X,y,z,x3,y3,z3,x4,y4,z4; 
float tx[3],ty[3],tz[3]; 
float tx l [3] ,ty 1 [3], tz l [3]; 
struct triangle *curr;
for(i= 0;i< 3;i+ + ) { 
tx[i]=Point[t—*-P[i]]-x; 
ty[i]=Point[t—^ P[i]].y; 
tz[i]=Point[t—>P[i]].z;
}
TriangleNormal(t,&nx3,&ny3,&nz3);
/* com p u te  the interior p o in t  :first  * /  
x=0.2*tx[(n+2)% 3]+0.4*(tx[n]+tx[(n+l)% 3]); 
y=0.2*ty[(n+2)% 3]+0.4*(ty[n]+ty[(n+l)% 3]); 
z=PlaneValue(nx[n],ny[n],nz[n],tx[n],ty[n]1tz[n],x,y);
/ *  z=0.4*PlaneValue(nx[n],ny[n],nz[n],tx[n],ty[n],tz[n],x,y);  
z+= 0-4*P lan eV a lu e(n x [(n -f - l )% 3] ,n y [(n + l)% 3 ] ,n z[ (n + l  )%3], 
tx [ (n -h l )% 3 ] , ty [ (n + l)% 3 ] , t z [ (n + l )% 3 ] ,x ,y ) ;  
z+= 0 .2*PlaneV alue(nx[(n-h2)% 3],ny[(n+2)% 3],nz[(n+2)% 3],  
tx[(n+2)% o3],ty[(n+2)% 3],tz[(n+2)% 3],x ,y);
*/
/ *  line vector */ 
x4= (tx [(n + l)% 3]—tx[n])*0.2; 
y4=(ty[(n+l)% 3]-ty[n])*0.2; 
if(n = = 0) { 
z4=BzPoints[0][3]—BzPoints[0] [2];
}
else if (n = = l)  
z4=BzPoints[3][2]—BzPoints[2][3]; 
else
z4=BzPoints[2][0]—BzPoints[3] [0];
if((curr=t—+E[n])^NULL) { 
i=PointNumber(curr,t—*P[n]);
for(j= 0a< 3-j+ + ) { 
tx 1 [j]= Point [curr—*■ P [j]] .x; 
tyl[j]=Point[curr—»P[j]].y; 
tzl[j]=Point[curr—»P[j]].z;
}
/ *  TriangleNormals(curr,nx3,ny3,nz3);
z3=0.4*PlaneValue(nx3[i] ,ny3[i] ,nz3[i] , tx l[ i] , ty l[ i] , tzl[ i] ,x ,y);  
z3-h=0.4*PlaneV alue(nx3[(i+2)% 3],ny3[(i+2)% 3],nz3[(i+2)% 3],  
tx l [ ( i+ 2 )% 3 ] , ty l [ ( i+ 2 )% 3 ] , tz l [ ( i+ 2 )% 3 ] ,x ,y ) ;  
z3+=0.2*PlaneV alue(nx3[(i-f-l  )% 3],ny3[(i-h l)% 3],nz3[(i+ l)% 3],  
tx l [ ( i + l ) % 3 ] , t y l [ ( i+ l ) % 3 ] , t z l [ ( i+ l ) % 3 ] ,x , y ) ;
*/
x3=Point[curr—>P[(i+l)%3]].x; 
y3=Point[curr—*-P[(i+l)%3]].y; 
z3=Point[curr—►P[(i+l)%3]].z; 
x3= (x3—tx[(n+2)%3]); 
y3= (y3—ty[(n+2)%3]);
z3=(z3—Pointft—*P[(n+2)%3]].z);
/* get the plane normal */ 
nx4=y3*z4—z3*y4; 
ny4=z3*x4—x3*z4; 
nz4=x3*y4—x4*y 3;
x3=0.6*tx[n]+0.4*tx[(n+l)% 3];
y3=0.6*ty[n]+0.4*ty[(n+l)% 3];
if(n = = 0)  
z3=BzPoints[0] [2]; 
else if (n = = l)  
z3=BzPoints[2] [3]; 
else z3=BzPoints[3][0];
z=PlaneValue(nx4,ny4,nz4,x3,y3,z3,x,y);
}
if(n = = 0) BzPoints[l][2]=z; 
else if (n = = l)  BzPoints[2][2]=z; 
else BzPoints[2][l]=z;
}
/* Compute the plane value Given the three normals and a point
float PlaneValue(nxl,nyl,nzl,xO,yO,zO,x,y)
float n x l,n y l,n z l;  /* Three normals */
float xO,yO,zO; /*  point the plane passing by */
float x,y; /*  The point to be evaluated */
{
float tl;
t l= (n x l* (x —xO )+nyl*(y—yO))/nzl;
t l = —tl+zO;
return(tl);
% phardy.c
/* hie : phardy.c , piecewise hardy interpolation*/
/* interpolation with piecewise Hardy method */
/* change piece hardy's method to make it solve all 
the equations. Oct. 30, 1992*/
/* Weibao Wu, UNLV */
#define NSPMAX 50 /*  Max. #  of sample points */
#define MAXPOINTS 1000
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#include <stdio.h>
^include <m ath.h>
^include " image.h"
#include " g lo b a ls .h "
/* define structure for each data point */
/* it contains #points around this point, the Hardy constant, and 
a point to the structure o f the solution 
*/
static struct phs {int npoints; float cnst;
struct solution *slv;} *PHS[MAXPOINTS]; 
struct solution {int point; float X;};
#define sqr(x) (x)*(x)
/* point structure, use array, the size is decieded by the #  o f points */
float Rconstant=0.001;
float HJnterpolation2();
float Distance();
float Dist2();
float Dist3();
int OnBoundary(struct triangle *t);
int HardyJnterpPoint(float x, float y, float *z);
int HardyJnterpPoint2(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z);
/* Interpolation the data in the array Point[TotaIPoints] in ROI */
void HardyJnterp(xl,yl,x2,y2, deltax, deltay, OutPutPoint)
float xl,yl,x2,y2;
float deltax, deltay;
void (*OutPutPoint)(int, int, float);
{
int i j ;  
int l,m; 
float x,y,z;
struct triangle *t; 
if(xl==x2 || yl==y2) 
return; 
if(xl>x2) { 
x=xl; xl=x2; x2=x;
}
if(yl>y2) { 
y=yl; yl=y2; y2=y;
}
Tranverse(Triangle,0); /* Set visit sign=0 */
/* solve piecewise hardy once for all */
SolveHardy();
Tranverse(Triangle.O); /* Set visit sign=0 */
for(i=0, y=yl; i<FramePointX; i++ , y+=deltay) 
for(j=0, x=xl; j<FramePointY; j+ + , x+=deltax) { 
if(HardyJnterpPoint( x, y, &z)) /* interpolated */
(*OutPutPoint)(j, i, z);
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}
}
I* solve piecewise hardy system o f equation for all the points */ 
SolveHardyQ 
{
int i, visit=l;
extern struct triangle ^Triangle; 
struct triangle *t;
/* allocate space for each point */
/*PHS= (struct phs *)malloc((long)TotalPoints*sizeof(struct *phs)); */ 
/* initial the solution pointer */ 
if(TotalPoints>MAXPOINTS) { 
fprintf(stdout, "E rro r: too  many p o in ts \n "); exit(—1);
}
for(i=0; icTotalPoints; i+ + )
PHS[i]=NULL;
/* travese the triangle net and solve each equation */
I* push the first triangle in queue */ 
lnitQueue();
EnQueue(Triangle); 
do {
OutQueue(&t); 
t—►visit=visit;
SolveHardyTriangle(t); /* solve Hardy equation in a triangle */
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
/* i f  edge has neigbour and has not been visited */ 
if((t—»E[i]ytNULL) && (t—*E[i])—»visity^visit )
EnQueue(t—*E[i]);
}
} while(EmptyQueue()^l);
/* solve Hardy equation in a triangle */
SolveHardyTriangle(t) 
struct triangle *t;
{
int i j,l,m,n;
int NSP, ipoint;
int P[3][NSPMAX], NSPO[3];
float X[3][NSPMAX],R[3];
struct triangle *curr;
struct boundary *bnd;
float *A[NSPMAX],B[NSPMAX];
float *ptr, R2;
for(i=0;i<3;i++) /* get the patch equation */
if(PHS[(t—»P[i])]==NULL){ /* i f  this point is not solved */ 
curr=t;
for(j=0J<3y++)
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p [i] [j]=ciirr--+P [j];
NSP=3; 
do {
n=PointNumber(curr,t—>P[i]); 
if(curr—E[(n+2)%3]==NULL) {
FindBound(t—>P[i],&bnd); 
curr=bnd—»t;
/* add the boundary point*/
n=PointNumber(curr,t—»P[i]);
P[i][NSP++]=curr—*P[(n+l)%3];
}
else
curr=curr—>E[(n+2)%3]; 
if(curr^t) {
n=PointNumber(curr,t—+P[i]);
P[i][NSP++]=curr—P[(n+2)%3];
}
if(NSP>NSPMAX) error("NSP too large");
} while( cu rr/t);
NSP— ;
if(NSP>NSPMAX) error("Matrix to  large"); 
ptr=(float *)malloc((long)NSP*(NSP+l)*sizeof(float)); 
if(ptr==NULL) error(" Alio ca te  space fo r  M atrix A"); 
FindConstantR(P[i],NSP,&R[i]);
for(j=On<NSPd++) /* allocate space for matrix A  */
A[j]=ptr+j*(NSP+l); 
for(l=0;l<NSP;l++) 
for(m=0;m<NSP;m++)
A [1] [m]= Dist 2 (P [i] ,R [i], 1, m); 
for(j=OJ<NSPy++)
B|j]=Point[P[i][j]].z;
SolveEquation(A,B,X[i],NSP); /* Solve the equation A*X=B */
NSPO[i]=NSP;
free(ptr);
/* add the solution to the structure */
AddSolution(t—P[i], NSP, X[i], P[i], R[i]);
}
}
/* add the solution to the point structure */
AddSolution(point, NSP, X, P, R) 
int point, NSP, *P; 
float *X, R;
{
int i;
struct solution *tmp;
/* alloc memory for */
if((PHS[point]=(struct phs *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct phs)))==NULL){ 
fprintf(stdout, " e rro r  a l lo c a te  space fo r  PHS\n"); exit(—1);
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}
PHS[point]—>npoints= NSP;
PHSjpoint]—>cnst=R;
if((tmp=PHS[point]—*-slv=(struct solution *)\
malloc((long)NSP*sizeof(struct solution)))==NULL){ 
fprintf(stdout, " e rro r a l lo c a te  space fo r  solutionNn"); exit(—1);
}
for(i=0; i<NSP; i++) { 
tmp[i].point= P[i]; 
tmp[i].X= X[i];
}
/* Interpolate one point at (x,y) */
/* result is z */
int HardyJnterpPoint(float x,float y,float *z) 
{
int 1;
struct triangle *t;
static int P[3][NSPMAX],NSP[3];
static float X[3][NSPMAX],R[3];
static struct triangle *ct=NULL;
l=InTriangle(fct,x,y);
if(l<0)
return 0; /* do not interpolate */
if(ct^t) { /* new triangle */
RetrieveHardy(t,P,X,NSP,R);
ct=t;
}
HJnterpPoint2(t,x,y,z,P,X,NSP,R);
return(l);
}
/* Interpolate one point of triangle t at (x,y) */
/* result is z */
int HardyJnterpPoint2(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z) 
{
static int P[3][NSPMAX],NSP[3]; 
static float X[3][NSPMAX],R[3]; 
static struct triangle *ct=NULL; 
if(ct^t) { /* new triangle */
RetrieveHardy(t,P,X,NSP,R);
ct=t;
}
HJnterpPoint2(t,x,y,z,P,X,NSP,R);
return(l);
}
/* retrieve hardy solutions */
RetrieveHardy(t,P,X,NSPO,R)
struct triangle *t;
int P [3][NSPMAX], NSP0[3];
float X[3][NSPMAX],R[3];
{
int i, j;
struct solution *tmp; 
for(i=0; i<3; i++ ) { 
tmp=PHS[t-+P[i]]—t-slv;
R[i]=PHS[t-+P[i]]—»cnst;
NSPO[i]=PHS[t—+P[i]]—+npoints; 
for(j=0;j<NSPO[i]; j+ + ) {
X[i][j]= tmp[j].X;
P[i][)]= tmpp],point;
}
}
}
/+ Interpolate at (x,y), result=z */
/* P: point number.
X: solution for the hardy equation */
HJnterpPoint2(t,x,y,z,P,X,NSP,R) 
struct triangle *t; 
float x,y, *z,X[3][NSPMAX],R[3]; 
int P[3][NSPMAX],NSP[3];
{
int ij ;
float Area[3],tz[3],z2; 
float w[3]; /* Weight */
TriangleAreas(t,x,y,Area); 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) 
tz[i]=0;
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {/* Compute the value for three patches */ 
for(j=Oj<NSP[i]J++) 
tz[i]+=X[i] [j]*Dist3(P[i] ,R[i] ,x,y j );
}
Weight(t,x,y,Area,w);
*z=tz[0]*w[0]+tz[l]*w[l]+tz[2]*w[2];
}
/* FindConstantR: Find the Hardy constant R  */
/* R=0.815*The shortest Distance */
FindConstantR(P,NSP,R) 
int PQ,NSP; 
float *R;
{
int l,m;
float t l ,  maxdist, TotalDist; 
float xO,yO,xl,yl,zO,zl; 
float zmax,zinin;
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z0=0;
zmin=zmax=Point[P[0]].z; 
for(l=0;l<NSP;l++) { 
zl=Point[P[l]].z; /* Average of Z */ 
zO+=zl;
if(zmax<zl) zmax=zl; 
if(zmin>zl) zmin=zl;
}
zO=zO/NSP;
zl=0;
for(l=0;l<NSP;l++) 
zl+=(zO—Point[P[l]].z)*(zO-Point[P[l]].z); 
zl=sqrt(zl/NSP);
x0=Point[P[0]].x; y0=Point[P[0]].y; 
xl=Point[P[l]].x; yl=Point[P[l]].y; 
maxdist=0.0; TotalDist=0.0; 
for(l=0;l<NSP;l++) { 
xO=Point[P[l]].x; 
yO=Point[P[l]].y; 
for(m =l+l;m <NSP;m ++) { 
xl=Point[P[m]].x; 
yl=Point[P[m]].y;
/* tl=Distance(xO,yO,xl,yl); */
tl=(xO -xl)*(xO -xl)+ (yO -yl)*(yO -yl); 
TotalD ist+=tl; 
if(maxdist<tl) m axdist=tl;
}
}
*R=Rconstant*maxdist;
/* Compute Weight */
Weight(t,x,y,Area,w) 
struct triangle *t; 
float Area[3],w[3]; 
float x,y;
{
int i;
float tl ;
float tx[3],ty[3];
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
tx[i]=Point[t—»P[i]].x; 
ty[i]=Point[t—P[i]].y;
}
/* Compute Weight */ 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
w[i]=(sqr(Area[(i+2)%3])+sqr(Area[i]))*sqr(Area[(i+l)%3]);
tl=sqr((x-tx[(i+l)% 3]))+sqr((y-ty[(i+l)% 3])); 
tl= tl* (sq r((x—tx[(i+2)%3]))+sqr((y—ty[(i+2)%3]))); 
w[i]=w[i]*tl;
}
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
if(x==tx[i] && y==ty[i]) { 
w[i]=1.0; w[(i+l)%3]=0.0; w[(i+2)%3]=0.0; 
break;
}
}
tl=w[0]+w[l]+w[2]; /* Normalize*/
for(i=0;i<3;i++) 
w[i]=w[i]/tl;
}
/* Calculate distance from p i to p2 */
float Dist2(P,R,pl,p2)
int PQ;
float R;
int pl,p2;
{
float xO,yO,xl,yl; 
float d;
xO=Point[P[pl]].x;
yO=Point[P[pl]].y;
xl=Point[P[p2]j.x;
yl=Point[P[p2]].y;
d=(xl-xO )*(xl-xO )+(yl-yO )*(yl-yO );
d=sqrt(d+R);
return(d);
}
float Dist3(P,R,xO,yO,p) 
int PQ; 
float R; 
int p;
float xO.yO;
{
float x l,y l; 
float d;
xl=Point[P[p]].x;
yl=Point[P[p]].y;
d= (x l—xO)*(xl—xO)+(yl—yO)*(yl—yO);
d=sqrt(d+R);
return(d);
}
% ftrian g le .c
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/* ftriangle.c */
/* Weibao Wu Oct.7, 1991 
Delaunay Trianglation for surface intepolation */
^include <stdio.h>
#include <m ath.h>
^include "image.h"
/* static functions */ 
static EmptyStack(); 
static InitStack(); 
static Push(); 
static Pop();
void DrawTriangles(void (*out_put_line)(POINT *, POINT *));
/* point structure, use array, the size is decieded by the #  o f points */
extern struct point *Point;
extern int TotalPoints;
extern float wmx,wnx,wmy,wny;
extern struct triangle ^Triangle; 
extern struct boundary *Boundary;
struct stack {int Edgejstruct triangle *t0; struct triangle *tl;
struct stack *prev;}; 
struct stack *Stack;
struct queue {struct triangle *t; struct queue *next;}; 
struct queue *head, *tail;
float Distance();
/* Trianglation the points */
Trianglation()
{
int ij,k;
struct triangle *CurrTriangle;
/* Get the first triangle */
FirstTriangle();
/* Insert the fellowing Points to the already exist triangle net work*/ 
for(i=3;i<TotalPoints;i++)
InsertPoint(i);
}
/* Tran verse the trianglated net, visit only once for each point */
/* Broad first */
Tranverse(t,visit) 
struct triangle *t; 
int visit;
{
int i j ;
/* push the first triangle in queue */
InitQueue();
EnQueue(t);
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do {
OutQueue(&t); 
t—»-visit=visit; 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
A i f  edge has neigbour and has not been visited */ 
if((t—*E[i]^NULL) k k  (t—»E[i])—»visit^visit) 
EnQueue(t—>E[i]);
}
} while(EmptyQueue()^l);
}
void DrawTriangles(void (*out_put_line)(POINT *, POINT *)) 
{
int i j;
struct triangle *t;
/* push the first triangle in queue */
Tranverse(Triangle, 0);
InitQueue();
EnQueue(Triangle); 
do {
OutQueue(&t); 
t—► visits 1;
out_putJine(&Point[t—*-P[0]], &Point[t—*P[1]]); 
out_putJine(&Point[t—+P[0]], &Point[t—♦P[2]]); 
out_putJine(&Point[t—>P[l]j, &Point[t—»P[2]]); 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
/* i f  edge has neigbour and has not been visited */ 
if((t—>E[i]^NULL) k k  (t—E[i])—visit^l )
EnQueue( t—+E[i]);
}
} while(EmptyQueue()^l);
Tranverse(Triangle, 0);
/* UnmarkedTriangle: to see i f  there is an triangle has not been 
marked as visted , and return 1, if  is, else return 0 */
A the visit hied has two bits TRAVELED!CONTOUR, TRAVELED=2, CONTOUR=l */
A TRAVELED is signed is visited, CONTOUR is signed i f  Traced. */
int UnmarkedTriangle(tt,Contour, Visit )
int Contour, Visit;
struct triangle **tt;
{
int i, j, mask; 
struct triangle *t; 
mask=~Visit;
SetVisitMask(mask, Visit);
A set all as not visited, do not change CONTOUR bit */
A push the first triangle in queue */ 
t=Triangle;
InitQueue();
EnQueue(t);
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do {
OutQueue(&t); 
i= (t—>visit)&Contour;
if(((t—►visit)&Contour)==0) { /* contour not set yet */ 
*tt=t; 
return(l);
}
t —*visit=t—>visit| Visit; 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
/* i f  edge has neigbour and has not been visited */ 
if((t—*E[i]^NULL) && ((t—>E[i])—+visit&Visit)^Visit) 
EnQueue(t—+E[i]);
}
} while(EmptyQueueQ^l); 
return(O);
}
/* AND visit bits: Logic AND the visit bit */
/* input : AndMask */
SetVisitMask(visitmask, Visit) 
int visitmask; 
int Visit;
{
int i j ;
struct triangle *t; 
t=Triangle;
/* push the first triangle in queue */
InitQueue();
EnQueue(t); 
do {
OutQueue(&t); 
t—*-visit=t—^ visit&visitmask; 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
/* i f  edge has neigbour and has not been visited */ 
if((t-+E[i]^NULL) && ((t—*E[i])-+visit&Visit)^0) 
EnQueue(t—>E[i]);
}
} while(EmptyQueue()^l);
}
/* Find the unvisited triangle */
/* input : t: triangle.
output: triangle */
/* Find the points in the zoon o f influence */
/* Input : 
t : triangle.
xO, yO : Coordinates o f the point.
Radius : zoon o f influence 
CorPoints: index of points in the Radius.
Rpoints : #  points in the CorPoints array.
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*/
FindCorPoints(t,Radius, xO,yO, CorPoints, Rpoints) 
int CorPointsQ, *Rpoints; 
float Radius, xO, yO; 
struct triangle *t;
{
int i, j, k, Rtotal; 
float x l, y l, dist; 
struct triangle *tmp;
Rtotal=0;
InitQueue();
for(i= 0;i<3;i+ + ) {
xl=Point[t-+P[i]].x; yl=Point[t-+P[i]].y; 
dist=Distance(xO, yO, x l, yl); 
if(dist<Radius) {
CorPoints[Rtotal++]=t—»P[i]; Point[t—»P[i]].visit=l;
}
}
EnQueue(t); 
do {
OutQueue(&t); 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) 
if((tm p=t—E[i])^NULL){ 
k=PointNumber(t—>E[i], t —+P[i]);
xl=Point[tm p—*-P[(k+l)%3]].x; yl=Point[tm p—*P[(k+l)%3]].y; 
dist=Distance(xO, yO, x l, yl);
if(Point[tmp—>P[(k+l)%3]].visit^l && (dist<Radius)){ /* not visited */ 
Point[tmp—*P[(k+l)%3]].visit=l;
CorPoints[Rtotal++]=tmp—>P[(k+l)%3];
EnQueue(tmp);
}
}
} while(EmptyQueue()^l);
*Rpoints=Rtotal;
for(i=0;i<Rtotal; i++) /* mark points as not visited */ 
Point[CorPoints[i]].visit=0;
}
j* Insert point n in Point[n] to the already exist Triangle net work */
InsertPoint(n)
int n;
{
struct triangle *t,*t0,*tl,*t2,*t3,*tmp; 
struct boundary *curr,*currl,*curr2; 
float x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2; 
int ij,k,last; 
int Edge;
x=Point[n].x; y=Point[n].y;
/* printf(”%d”,n); */
/* wpoint(n,RED); */
A getch(); */
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/* Find the triangle which enclose point P, i f  P is out side the
current, then return -1, i f  P is on the boundary o f a point, return 0 
else return 1 */
i=InTriangle(&t,x,y);
InitStackQ;
if(i==0) { the point is on the triangle */ 
SplitTriangle2(t1&tO,fctl,&t2,&t3,n);
Edge=l; Triangle=tO; 
if(tO^NULL k k  tO—>E[Edge]^NULL)
Push(Edge,tO,tO—*E[Edge]); 
if(tl^NULL k k  t l —E[Edge]^NULL)
Push(Edge,tl,tl—E[Edge]); 
if(t2^NULL k k  t2—E[Edge]^NULL)
Push(Edge,t2 ,t2—E[Edge]); 
if(t3^NULL k k  t3—E[Edge]^NULL)
Push(Edge,t3,t3—E[Edge]);
}
else if(i= = l) { /* the point is in the triangle t*/
/* split t into three, point P as the center of the new triangles */ 
SplitTriangle(t,&tO,&tl,&t2,n);
/* Set new Triangle start point */
Edge=l;
Triangle=tO; 
if(tO—E[Edge]^NULL)
Push(Edge,tO,tO—E[Edge]); 
if( tl—E[Edge]^NULL)
Push(Edge,tl,tl—E[Edge]); 
if(t2—E[Edge]^NULL)
Push(Edge,t2,t2—E[Edge]);
}
else if (i= = — 1) { /* the point is out side the existing triangle */ 
OutBoundary(n);
}
/* Do the swap using stack */
while(EmptyStack()^l) {
Pop(&Edge,&tl,&t2); 
t l —visit=—1; t2—>visit=—1;
if(Swap(Edge,&tl,&t2)) { /* i f  the quadrilateral cause the edge swap */ 
Triangle=tl;
/* Push the two edges not incident to point P */ 
if(tl—E[0]^NULL)
P ush(0 ,tl,tl—E[0]); 
if(tl—E[2]5&NULL)
P ush(2 ,tl,tl—E[2]); 
if(t2—E[0]^NULL)
Push(0,t2,t2—E[0]); 
if(t2—E[2]y£NULL)
Push(2,t2,t2—E[2]);
}
}
}
/* for points outside the triangles boundary */
OutBoundary(n)
{
struct triangle *tmp,*tmp2,*tmpl;
struct boundary *curr,*currl,*curr2;
struct boundary *tmpbndl,*tmpbnd2,*tmpbnd;
float x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2;
int ij,k,last;
int Edge;
x=Point[n].x; y=Point[n].y;
/* find all the points which are visible from point P */
/* the boundary order is anticlockwise */ 
curr=Boundary;
/* find the transient edges which make point n first in left 
and then in right */
xl=Point[curr—►P[0]].x; yl=Point[curr—+P[0]].y; 
x2=Point[curr—P[l]].x; y2=Point[curr—+P[l]].y; 
i=InLeft(x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2); 
do{ 
last=i; 
currl=curr; 
curr=curr—>next;
xl=Point[curr—*P[0]].x; yl=Point[curr—+P[0]].y; 
x2=Point[curr—+P[l]].x; y2=Point[curr—*P[l]].y; 
i=InLeft(x,y,xl ,y 1 ,x2 ,y2);
} while(last<0 || i>0);
/* find the transent edges which make point n first in the left */
curr=currl;
do{
curr=curr—>next;
xl=Point[curr—+P[0]].x; yl=Point[curr—P[0]].y; 
x2=Point[curr—+P[l]].x; y2=Point[curr—+P[l]].y; 
i=InLeft(x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2);
} while(i<0);
/* currl and curr2 are the two boundary edges */ 
curr2=curr;
tm p=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
tm pbndl=(struct boundary *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct boundary)) 
tmpbnd2=(struct boundary *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct boundary)) 
if(tmp==NULL) error("Error: A llocate  Space"); 
if(tmpbndl==NULL) error("Error: A llo ca te  Space"); 
if(tmpbnd2==NULL) error("Error: A lloca te  Space"); 
tmpl=NULL;
/* for the temporary new boundary */ 
tm pbndl—P[0]=currl—P[l]; 
tm pbndl—+P[l]=n; 
tm pbndl—+t=tmp;
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/* tm pl tmp tmp2 */
/* currl curr curr2 */ 
curr=currl—(-next; 
do {
/* Push all the boundary edges between curr and currl into stack */ 
/* create new triangle tmp */
tmp2=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(tmp2==NULL) error("Error: A llocate  Space "); 
tmp—+P[0]=n; tm p—»P[l]=curr-+P[l]; tm p—>P[2]=curr—>P[0]; 
tmp—*-E[0]=tmp2; tmp—>E[l]=curr—»t; tm p—*-E[2]=tmpl;
i=PointN umber(curr—*t ,curr—>P [0]);
(curr—»t)—>E[i]=tmp; 
if(curr-+t^NULL)
Push(l,tmp,curr—>t); 
tm pl=tm p; 
tmp=tmp2; 
curr=curr—+next;
/* wline(tmpl->P[0],tmpl->P[l],WHITE); 
wlineftmpl->P[0],tmpl->P[2], WHITE); */
}while(curr^curr2); 
free(tmp2); 
tm p l—*-E[0]=NULL;
J* for the boundary */ 
tmpbnd2-+P[l]=curr2—>P[0]; 
tmpbnd2-+P[0]=n; 
tmpbnd2—*t=tm pl;
/* for the boundary */
/* free all the boundary between currl and curr2 */ 
curr=curr 1 —mext; 
while(curr^curr2) { 
tmpbnd=curr—rnext; 
free(curr); 
curr=tmpbnd;
}
Boundary=currl;
/* Add two new edges */ 
currl—»next=tmpbndl; 
tm pbndl—t-next=tmpbnd2; 
tmpbnd2—»next=curr2;
}
/* Find the triangle which enclose point P, i f  P is out side the
current boundary, then return -1, i fP  is on the boundary, return 0 
else if  p is in the boundary return 1 */ 
int InTriangle(t22,x,y) 
float x,y;
struct triangle **t22;
{
int ij.k;
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struct triangle *Curr; 
float xl,yl,x2,y2; 
float tl,t2,t0;
Curr=Triangle; 
while(l) {
/* I f  P is in the Current Triangle */ 
xl=Point[Curr—*-P[0]].x; yl=Point[Curr-+P[0]].y; 
x2=Point[Curr—>P[l]].x; y2=Point[Curr—*P[l]].y; 
i=InLeft(x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2);
xl=Point[Curr—»P[l]].x; yl=Point[Curr—>-P[l]].y; 
x2=Point[Curr—*-P[2]].x; y2=Point[Curr—+P[2]].y; 
j=InLeft(x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2);
xl=Point[Curr—*-P[2]].x; yl=Point[Curr—»P[2]].y; 
x2=Point[Curr—»P[0]].x; y2=Point[Curr—>P[0]].y; 
k=InLeft(x,y,xl ,y 1 ,x2 ,y2);
/* P is in the triangle */ 
if(i== l && j= = l  k&c k = = l)  {
*t22=Curr;
Triangle=Curr;
return(l);
}
/* i f  P is on one or two edges o f the triangle */ 
if(i>0 kk , k>0 k k  j>0) {
*t22=Curr;
Triangle=Curr;
return(O);
}
/* i f  P is out side the boundary */
/* if  one o f the edge is the boundary and point P is outside the edge 
then point p is outside the boundary */ 
if(Curr—+E[0]==NULL k k  i = = - l )  {
*t22=Curr;
Triangle=Curr; 
return(—1);
}
if(Curr—E[1]==NULL k k  j = = - l )  {
*t22=Curr;
Triangle=Curr; 
return(—1);
}
if(Curr—>E[2]==NULL k k  k = = - l )  {
*t22=Curr;
Triangle=Curr; 
return(—1);
}
if(i==—1)
Curr=Curr—*-E[0]; 
else if(j==—1)
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Curr=Curr—E[l]; 
else /* k==-l */
Curr=Curr—>E[2];
/* go back the while loop */
}
}
/* Get the first Triangle with anti.clock wise point order */
/* Initialize the Boundary */
FirstTriangle()
{
int i j,k; 
float x,y;
struct triangle *Curr; 
struct boundary *curr2,*curr3;
Triangle=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(Triangle==NULL) error("E rror: A lloc  space");
Boundary=(struct boundary *)maIloc((long)sizeof(struct boundary)); 
if(Boundary==NULL) error("E rror: a l lo c a te  Space");
Triangle—E[0]=NULL; Triangle—E[1]=NULL; Triangle—E[2]=NULL; 
Triangle—P[0]=—1; Triangle—P [l]=—1; Triangle—P[2]=—1;
Curr=Triangle;
x=(Point[0].x+Point[l].x+Point[2].x)/3.0;
y=(Point[0].y+Point[l].y+Point[2].y)/3.0;
/* x y must in the triangle by P0,P1,P2 */
/*Determine the order o f the three points, let PO be the first point */ 
C urr-P[0]=0;
/* I f  (x,y) in the left side o f line P0-P1, then PI is the second point */ 
i=InLeft(x,y,Point[0].x,Point[0].y,Point[l].x,Point[l].y); 
j=InLeft(x,y,Point[l] ,x,Point[l] .y,Point[2] .x,Point[2] .y); 
k=InLeft(x,y,Point[2].x,Point[2].y,Point[0].x,Point[0].y); 
if(i>0 k k  j> 0  k k  k>0) {
Curr—P [l]= l; C urr-P[2]=2;
}
else {
Curr—P[l]=2; C urr-P [2 ]= l;
}
/* Initialize the boundary , Boundary is a cylic linked list*/ 
curr2=(struct boundary *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct boundary)); 
if(curr2==NULL) error("E rror: a l lo c a te  Space"); 
curr3=(struct boundary *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct boundary)); 
if(curr3==NULL) error("E rror: a l lo c a te  Space");
Boundary—P[0]=Triangle—P[0];
Boundary—P[l]=Triangle—P[lj;
Boundary—t=Triangle;
Boundary—next=curr2; 
curr2—P[0]=Triangle—P[l]; 
curr2—P[l]=Triangle—P[2]; 
curr2—t=Triangle; 
curr2—next=curr3; 
curr3—’P[0]=Triangle—P[2];
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curr3—*-P[l]=Triangle—*P[0]; 
curr3-t=Triangle; 
curr3—*-next=Boundary;
/* Draw the triangle 
wline(TriangIe->P[0],Triangle->P[l], WHITE); 
wline(Triangle-> P[l], Triangle->P[2], WHITE); 
wline(Triangle->P[2],Triangle->P[0], WHITE); */
}
/*determine i f  point (x,y) is in the left side o f the line (x l,y l )-(x2,y2) 
i f  YES, return 1, i f  on the line then return 1, else return -I */
InLeft (x,y,xl ,y 1 ,x2 ,y2) 
float x,y,xl,x2,yl,y2;
{
float t;
t=(x2—xl)*(y—y l)—(y2—yl)*(x—xl);
if(t>0) return 1;
else if(t==0) return 0;
else return —1;
}
/*Spiit triangle t into three tO tl t2 triangles, Point n will be the center 
of the new triangles */
SplitTriangle(t,t00,tll,t22,n) 
struct triangle *t,**t00,**tll,**t22;
{
int i;
struct triangle *Curr,*tO,*tl,*t2; 
struct boundary *bnd;
/* allocate space for new triangles */ 
t0=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(tO==NULL) error("Error: A lloc Space"); 
tl= (struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(tl==NULL) error("E rror: A lloc Space"); 
t2=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(t2==NULL) error("Error: A lloc Space");
/*for the three new triangles */ 
tO—P[0]=n; tO—P[l]= t—P[0]; tO—P[2]=t—P[l]; 
t l —P[0]=n; t l —P[l]= t—P[lj; t l —P[2]=t—P[2]; 
t2—P[0]=n; t2—P [l]= t—P[2]; t2—P[2]=t—P[0]; 
tO—E[0]=t2; tO—E [l]= t—E[0]; tO—E[2]=tl; 
t l —E[0]=t0; t l —E [l]= t—E[lj; t l —E[2]=t2; 
t2—E[0]=tl; t2—E [l]= t—E[2]; t2—E[2]=t0;
/* wline(n,t->P[0],BLUE); 
wline(n,t->P[l],BLUE); 
wline(n,t->P[2],BLUE); */
/+ change the neighour relation */
Curr=t—E[0]; 
if(Curr^NULL) { 
i=PointNumber(Curr,t—P[l]);
C urr-E[i]= t0;
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}
else {/* Change Boundary */
FindBound(t—►P[0],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[i] */ 
bnd—►t=tO;
}
C urr=t—>E[1]; 
if(Curr^NULL){ 
i=PointNumber(Curr,t—*P[2]);
Curr—>E[i]=tl;
}
else {/* Change Boundary */
FindBound(t—*-P[l],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[iJ */ 
bnd—+t=tl;
}
C urr=t—*E[2]; 
if(Curr^NULL){ 
i=PointNumber(Curr,t—*-P[0]);
Curr—*-E[i]=t2;
}
else {/* Change Boundary */
FindBound(t—+P[2],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[i] */ 
bnd—»t=t2;
}
*tOO=tO; * t l l= t l ;  *t22=t2; 
free(t);
/*Split triangle t into four 10 tl t2 13 triangles, Point n will be the center 
of the new triangles, and point n is on the edge o f t */ 
SplitTriangle2(t,t00,tll,t22,t33,n) 
struct triangle *t,**t00,**tll,**t22,**t33;
{
int i j  ji;
float x,y,xl,yl,x21y2;
struct triangle *Curr,*tO,*tl,*t2,*t3,*jt;
struct boundary *bnd,*bndtmp;
/* allocate space for new triangles */ 
tO=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(tO==NULL) error("E rror: A lloc Space"); 
tl= (struc t triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(tl==NULL) error("E rror: A lloc Space"); 
t2=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(t2==NULL) error("Error: A lloc Space"); 
t3=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(t3==NULL) error("E rror: A lloc  Space");
/* to see point n is in which triangle */ 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
x=Point[n].x; y=Point[n].y;
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xl=Point[t—*-P[i]] .x; yl=Point[t—P[i]].y; 
x2=Point[t—P[(i+l)%3]].x; y2=Point[t—►P[(i+l)%3]].y; 
j=InLeft(x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2); 
if(j==0) break;
} .
if(j^0) error("Poin t i s  n o t on th e  edge of a t r ia n g le " ) ;
j=i;
j t= t—E[j]; 
if(jt^NULL) { 
ji=PointNumber(jt,t—P[j]);
t2—P[0]=n; t2—P [l]= jt—P[ji]; t2 -P [2 ]= jt-P [(ji+ l)% 3 ];
t3—+P[0]=n; t3—P[l]= jt—P[(ji+1)%3]; t3-P [2]= jt-P [(ji+2)% 3]; 
t2—*-E[0]=tl; t2—E[l]= jt—E[ji]; t2—E[2]=t3;
t3—E[0]=t2; t3—E[l]= jt—E[(ji+1)%3]; t3—*-E[2]=tO;
/* wline(nJt->P[0],BLUE); 
wline(nJt->P[l],BLUE); 
wline(nJt->P[2],BLUE); */
}
else { 
free(t2); free(t3); 
t2=NULL; t3=NULL;
}
I* for the four new triangles */
tO—P[0]=n; tO—P[l]=t-H-P[(j+1)%3]; tO—P[2]=t—P[(j+2)%3]; 
t l-P [0 ]= n ; tl-P [ l]= t-P [( j+ 2 )% 3 ]; t l -P [2 ]= t-P D );  
tO—E[0]=t3; tO—E [l]= t—E[(j+1)%3]; tO—E[2]=tl; 
t l —E[0]=t0; t l —E [l]= t—E[(j+2)%3]; t l —E[2]=t2;
/* wline(n,t->P[0],BLUE); 
wline(n,t->P[l],BLUE); 
wline(n,t->P[2],BLUE); */
/* change the neighour relation */
C urr=t—E[(j+1)%3]; 
if(Curr^NULL) { 
i=PointNumber(Curr,t—P[(j+2)%3]);
Curr—E[i]=t0;
}
else {/* Change Boundary */
FindBound(t—P[(j+l)%3],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[i] */ 
bnd—t=t0;
}
Curr=t-E[(j+2)% 3]; 
if(Curr^NULL){ 
i=PointNumber(Curr,t—P[j]);
Curr—E[i]=tl;
}
else {/* Change Boundary */
FindBound(t—P[(j+2)%3],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[i] */ 
bnd—t= tl;
}
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if(j#NULL) {
Curr=jt->E[)i]; 
if(Curr^NULL){ 
i=PointNumber(Curr j t —+P[(ji+1)%3]);
Curr—»E[i]=t2;
}
else {/* Change Boundary */
FindBound(jt—>P[ji],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[i] */ 
bnd—+t=t2;
}
Curr=jt—*-E[(ji+l)%3]; 
if(Curr^NULL) { 
i=PointNumber(Curr j t —*P[(ji+2)%3]);
Curr—>E[i]=t3;
}
else {
i=FindBound(jt—*P[(ji+l)%3],&bnd); 
bnd—»t=t3;
}
}
else { /*jt==NULL */
i=FindBound(t-+P|j] ,&bnd);
bndtmp=(struct boundary *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct boundary)); 
if(bndtmp==NULL) error("Error: Alloc Space"); 
bnd—»t=tl; bnd—*P[l]=n;
bndtmp—vt=tO; bndtmp—»P[0]=n; bndtmp—»P[l]=t—>P[(j+l)%3];
bndtmp—*next=bnd—>next; 
bnd—+next=bndtmp;
*t00=t0; * t l l= tl ;  *t22=t2; *t33=t3; 
free(t);
if(jt^NULL) free(jt);
}
/* Swap: to swap the edge i f  possible and form two new triangles */
Swap(Edge,tll,t22)
int Edge;
struct triangle **tll,**t22;
{
int i j,k,l;
struct triangle *tl, *t2; 
t l= * t l l ;  t2=*t22;
/* i f  either of the triangle is NULL, return */ 
if(tl==NULL || t2==NULL ) 
return(O);
/* First o f all, decide i f  the Quadratic is concave , return */ 
if(Concave(tl,t2,Edge)) 
return(O);
/* to apply the Circle criteria to see i f  the edge need to be swaped */
/* i f  PO of tl is colinear with the PI and P2 then not swap */ 
if(Criteria(tl,t2,Edge)==0) /* No need to swap */ 
return(O);
j* swap the edge */
SwapEdge(tll,t22,Edge);
/* Swap */ 
return(l);
}
/* Swap Edge */
SwapEdge(tl 1 ,t22,Edge) 
struct triangle **tll,**t22;
{
int ij.k.l;
struct triangle * tl, *t2;
struct triangle *currl, *curr2,*tmpptr;
struct boundary *bnd;
t l= * t l l ;  t2=*t22;
/*
Check Stack, to take all the accurences o f tl and t2 triangles in the 
Stack,because we will change the triangle and the relations with the neibour 
*/
CheckStack(tl,t2); 
i=PointNum ber(t2,tl—>P[Edge]); 
i=(i+l)% 3;
A wline(tl->P[Edge],tl->P[(Edge+l)%3],BLACK); 
wline(tl->P[(Edge+2) %3],t2->P[i], YELLOW); */ 
currl=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(currl==NULL) error("Error: A lloc Space"); 
curr2=(struct triangle *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct triangle)); 
if(curr2==NULL) error("E rror: A lloc Space");
currl—►P[0]=tl—►PfEdge]; 
currl—*-P[l]=t2—*-P[i]; 
currl—»P[2]=tl—>P[(Edge+2)%3]; 
curr2—*-P[0]=tl—»P[(Edge+l)%3]; 
curr2—>P[l]=tl—»P[(Edge+2)%3]; 
curr2—+P[2]=t2—>P[i];
currl—>-E[0]=t2—t-E[(i+2)%3]; 
currl—*-E[l]=curr2; 
currl—»E[2]=tl—»E[(Edge+2)%3]; 
curr2—+E[0]=tl—<-E[(Edge+l)%3]; 
curr2—+E[l]=currl; 
curr2—+E[2]=t2—*-E[i];
if((tm pptr=currl—>E[0])^NULL){ 
j=PointNumber(tmpptr,currl—»P[1]); 
tm pptr—*E[j]=currl;
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tm p=(y2—yl)*(x0—x l)—(y l—y0)*(xl—x2); 
if(tmp==0) /* No swap */ 
return(O);
/* Find the center o f the circle */
/* Find the center o f the circle */ 
mu=((y2—y l)* (y l0 -y l2 )-(x l0 -x l2 )* (x l-x 2 ))/tm p ; 
xc=xlO+mu*(yO—yl); 
yc=ylO+mu*(xl—xO);
/* the Radius o f the circle */ 
r=Distance(xc,yc,xO,yO);
/* rl=Distance(xc,yc,xl,yl); 
r2—Distance(xc,yc,x2,y2); */ 
tmp=Distance(xc,yc,x3 ,y3); 
if(tmp>r) /* No need to swap */ 
return(O);
/* Swap the edge */ 
return(l);
}
/* i f  the Quadratic is concave */
Concave(tl,t2,Edge) 
int Edge;
struct triangle * tl, *t2;
{
int ij,l,m,k;
float x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2;
i=PointNumber(t2,tl—tP[Edge]); 
j=(i+ l)% 3;
x=Point[tl-+P[Edge]].x; y=Point[tl—>P[Edge]].y;
x l= P o in t[tl—►P[(Edge+2)%3]].x;yl=Point[tl—*P[(Edge+2)%3]].y; 
x2=Point[t2—>P[j]].x; y2=Point[t2—+P[j]].y;
k=InLeft(x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2);
x=Point[tl—>P[(Edge+l)%3]].x; y=Point[tl—>-P[(Edge+l)%3]].y; 
l=lnLeft(x,y,xl ,y 1 ,x2,y2); 
if((k>0 k k  l>0)||(k<0 k k  1<0)) 
return(l); 
else return(O);
}
/* FindBound :Find the boundary pointer with his first point as n */
FindBound(n,b) 
int n;
struct boundary **b;
{
struct boundary *curr; 
curr=Boundary;
while(curr—»P[0]^n) curr=curr—»next;
*b=curr;
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}
if((tm pptr=currl—>E[2])^NULL){ 
j=PointNumber(tmpptr,currl—*-P[0]); 
tm pptr—*-E[j]=currl;
}
if((tmpptr=curr2—>E[0])^NULL) { 
j=PointNumber(tmpptr,curr2—>P[1]); 
tm pptr—»E[j]=curr2;
}
if((tmpptr=curr2—>E[2])^NULL) { 
j=PointNumber(tmpptr,curr2—*-P[0]); 
tm pptr—^ E[j]=curr2;
}
free(tl); free(t2);
* tll= cu rrl; *t22=curr2;
/* i f  currl and curr2 are boundary, then update them */ 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) { 
if(currl—+E[i]==NULL) { /* it is boundary */
FindBound(currl—»P[i],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[i] */ 
bnd—»t=currl;
}
if(curr2—+E[i]==NULL) { /* it is boundary */
FindBound(curr2—+P[i],&bnd);
/* find the boundary pointer with his first point being currl->P[i] */ 
bnd—*-t=curr2;
}
}
}
/* Using circle criteria to see if  tl t2 need to swap 
i f  swap, return 1, else 0 */
Criteria(tl,t2,Edge) 
int Edge;
struct triangle *tl,*t2;
{
int i;
float tmp,x0,y0,xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x,y; 
float xl2,yl2,xlO,ylO,xc,yc; 
float mu,lamda,r;
/* tm p—(x2-xl)(y-yl)-(y2-yl)*(x-xl); */ 
xO=Point[tl—►PfOjJ.x; yO=Point[tl—►P[0]].y; 
x l= P o in t[tl—•■P[l]].x; y l= P oin t[tl—*P[l]].y; 
x2=Point[tl—*-P[2]].x; y2=Point[tl—►P[2]].y; 
i=PointNum ber(t2,tl—>P[Edge]); 
i=(i+l)% 3;
x3=Point[t2—>P[i]].x; y3=Point[t2—*-P[i]].y;
/* Calculate the center o f the circle for points p0,pl,p2 */
x l2= (xl+x2)/2 .0 ;y l2= (y l+y2)/2 .0 ;
x l0=(x l+x0)/2 .0 ;y l0= (yl+y0)/2 .0 ;
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}
/* Find the nearest triangle o f point (x,y). (x,y) is a point outside 
the triangle mesh */
FindNearestTriangle(x,y,t22) 
float x,y;
struct triangle **t22;
{
int i,l,n,il,i2; 
int finish=0; 
struct triangle *t; 
float x0,y0,xl,yl,x2,y2; 
struct boundary *curr; 
curr=Boundary; 
while(!finish) { 
xO=Point[curr—*-P[0]].x; yO=Point[curr—+P[0]].y; 
xl=Point[curr—+P[l]].x; yl=Point[curr—»P[l]].y; 
l=InLeft(x,y,xO,yO,xl,yl);
if(l<0) { /* The point is not in the triangle */
t=curr—*-t;
n=PointNumber(t,curr—*P[1]);
x2=Point[t—tP[(n+l)%3]].x; y2=Point[t—»P[(n+l)%3]].y; 
il=InLeft(x,y,xl,yl,x2,y2); 
i2=InLeft(x,y,x2,y2,xO,yO); 
if(il>0 && i2>0) {
*t22=t; finish=l;
}
else curr=curr—>next;
}
else curr=curr—>next;
}
}
/* PointNumber(t,n): find the point or edge number o f triangle t with 
the point[n] */ 
int PointNumber(t,n) 
struct triangle *t; 
int n;
{
int i=0;
while(t—P [i#n ) {
i++;
if(i>3)
error(" Point Number c a n 't  find");
}
return(i);
}
j* Initial stack to empty */ 
static InitStackQ
{
/* The first stack element is an empty item, it is used as an indicator
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to see if the stack is empty . only this item ’s prev is NULL*/ 
struct stack *Curr;
Stack=(struct stack *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct stack)); 
if(Stack==NULL) error("Error: A lloc Space");
Curr=(struct stack *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct stack)); 
if(Curr==NULL) error("Error: A lloc Space");
Stack—>Edge=—1; Stack—*t0=NULL; Stack-+tl=NULL;
Curr—*Edge=—1; Curr—»tO=NULL; Curr—*tl=NULL;
Stack—»prev=NULL;
Curr—*prev=Stack;
Stack=Curr;
}
/* Push Stack */
/* push edge, triangle tO tl  into stack */
/* Stack: is the current place to put the push value */ 
static Push(Edge,tO,tl) 
int Edge;
struct triangle *t0,*tl;
{
struct stack *Curr;
Curr=(struct stack *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct stack)); 
if(Curr==NULL) error("E rror: Alloc Space");
Stack—>Edge=Edge;
Stack—>t0=t0;
Stack—»tl= tl;
/* Initial new place for the next value */
Curr—<-prev=Stack;
Stack=Curr;
}
/* Pop out edge, triangle tO tl from the stack */ 
static Pop(Edge,tl,t2) 
int *Edge;
struct triangle **tl,**t2;
{
int i j,k ;
struct stack *Curr;
/* find the value to be poped */
Curr=Stack;
Stack=Stack—i-prev;
if(Stack—*prev==NULL) error("P0P Stack UnderFlow "); 
*Edge=Stack—+Edge;
*tl=Stack—ftO;
*t2=Stack—»tl; 
free(Curr);
}
/*EmptyStack: i f  the stack Em pty  ? . i f  empty, return 1, else return 0*/ 
static EmptyStackQ 
{
if((Stack—*prev)—►prev==NULL)
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return(l); 
else return(O);
}
/* CheckStack: Take out all the ocurences of tl t2 from the stack */ 
CheckStack(tl ,t2) 
struct triangle *tl,*t2;
{
struct stack *currl,*curr2,*tmp;
currl=Stack;
curr2=currl—>prev;
\vhile((curr2—*-prev)^NULL) { j* Stack not empty */
if(SameTriangle(curr2,tl,t2)==l) { 
tmp=curr2—>prev; /* By pass the current elment */ 
free(curr2); 
currl—»prev=tmp; 
curr2=currl;
}
currl=curr2;
if(currl^NULL k k  (currl-^-prev)^NULL) 
curr2=currl—»prev;
}
}
/* to see If curr->tO and curr->tl contain the same triangle as tl  t2 */ 
int SameTriangle(curr,tl,t2) 
struct stack *curr; 
struct triangle *tl,*t2;
{
if((curr—+t0)—tP[0]= = tl—*-P[0] k k  (curr—>t0)—*-P[l]==tl—*-P[l] 
&&(curr—»t0)—*P[2]==tl—*-P[2]) 
return(l);
else if((curr—»tl)—♦P[0]==tl—>P[0] k k  (curr—+tl)—+P[l]= = tl—>P[1] 
&fc(curr—+tl)—*P[2]==tl—>-P[2]) 
returft(l);
else if((curr—»tO)—+P[0]==t2—*-P[0] k k  (curr—»t0)—>P[l]==t2—+P[1] 
&&(curr—+t0)—+P[2]==t2—*-P[2]) 
return(l);
else if((curr—*tl)—*P[0]==t2—»P[0] k k  (curr—»tl)—►P[l]==t2—vP[l] 
&&(curr—»tl)—>P[2]==t2—+P[2]) 
return(l);
else
return(O);
/* Initial queue */
InitQueueQ
{
head=(struct queue *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct queue)); 
if(head==NULL) 
erro r("A llo ca te  space f o r  Queue head"); 
head—)-next=NULL; head—*-t=NULL;
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tail=head;
}
/* i f  queue is empty, return 1, else return 0 */
EmptyQueueQ
{
if (tail==head) 
return(l); 
else return 0;
}
/* Enqueue: put an element into the queue */
EnQueue(t) 
struct triangle *t;
{
struct queue *curr;
curr=(struct queue *)malloc((long)sizeof(struct queue)); 
if(curr==NULL) 
erro r("A llo ca te  space i o r  Queue"); 
curr—>next=NULL; 
curr—*-t=t; 
tail—»-next=curr; 
tail=curr;
}
/*Outqueue: the first element out the queue */
OutQueue(t)
struct triangle **t;
{
struct queue *curr; 
if(tail==head) 
error("Queue i s  a lready  empty"); 
curr=head—»-next; 
free(head); 
head=curr;
*t=curr—>t;
}
/* Distance between two points */ 
float Distance(xl,yl,x2,y2) 
float xl,yl,x2,y2;
{
float t;
t= (x l—x2)*(xl—x2)+ (y l—y2)*(yl—y2);
t=sqrt(t);
return(t);
}
% drawcontour.c
/* display contour map */
/* Weibao Wu, June 16, 1992 */
/* change for X I 1 XSD V package, July, 92 */
^include <m ath.h> 
^include <stdio.h> 
^include "image.h" 
^include "g lo b a ls  .h"
int OnBoundary(struct triangle *t);
DrawContour(InterpPoint, OutPutLine)
void (*InterpPoint)(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z); 
void OutPutLine(POINT *, POINT *);
{
int ij,k ; 
int x,y,c; 
char buf[20];
static float level[MAX_LEVELS];
static float MaxLevel, MinLevel;
static int nlevels, done=0;;
fprintf(stdout, "Contouring b e g in .. .  An");
fprintf(stdout, "Set new le v e ls  [Y/N]\n");
gets(buf);
if(buf[0]yON' && buf[0 ]^ 'n ') 
do {
prin tf("\n  MaxX='/,-10.6f M inX='/,-10.6i\n", mx, nx);
p rin tf(" \n  MaxY=,/,-1 0 .6 f  M inY=7,-10.6i\n", my, ny);
prin tf("\n  MaxZ=s/ .- i0 .6 f  HinZ=,/,-1 0 .6 f \n " , mz, nz);
p rin tf("\n  s e l e c t  # le v e ls  :");
scanf(M,/,d", fcnlevels); 
p rin tf("\n  s e l e c t  MaxLevel :"); 
scanf("'/,f", &MaxLevel); 
p rin tf("\n  s e l e c t  MinLevel :"); 
scanf("7,f", &MinLevel); 
if((MaxLevel<nz) || (MinLevel>mz)) 
printf("Level e r r o r ,  s e l e c t  ag a in \n ");
/* select levels for display */ 
else if((nlevels<0) || (nlevels>MAXJLEVELS)) { 
prin tf("erro r: depth and n lev e ls  must be >0 and < '/,d\n", MAX.LEVELS);
}
else done=l;
} while(ldone);
if(nlevels==l) level[0]=MaxLevel; 
else {
for(i=0; i<nlevels; i++ ) 
level[i]=MinLevel+(MaxLevel—MinLevel)*(float)(nlevels—1—i)/(nlevels—1);
}
Contour(level, nlevels, 4, OutPutLine, InterpPoint); /* level */ 
fprintf(stdout, "Contouring end\n");
}
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/* Contour the scattered data: Triangle contour */
/* input : level/], #levels, Depth: the depth o f subdivision */ 
Contour(level, nlevels, Depth, OutPutLine, InterpPoint) 
float level [|; 
int nlevels, Depth;
void (*OutPutLine)(POINT *, POINT *);
int (*InterpPoint)(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z);
{
int i;
struct triangle *t; 
struct point P[3]; 
t=Triangle;
Tranverse(t, 0);
InitQueue();
EnQueue(t); 
do {
OutQueue(&t); 
t—*visit=l; 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) {
/* i f  edge has neigbour and has not been visited */ 
if((t—E[i#NULL) k k  (t->E[i])—visit^ l )
EnQueue(t—*-E[i]);
}
for(i=0; i<3; i+ + ) {
P [i] .x= Point [t—*-P[i]] -x;
P[i] .y=Point[t—►P[ij] .y;
P[i].z=Point[t—>P[i]].z;
}
/* if(!OnBoundary(t)) */
trace(t, P, level, nlevels, 0, Depth, OutPutLine, InterpPoint);
} while(EmptyQueue()ytl); 
return;
}
/* trace the contour line */
/* Trace is recurvsivly called */
/* input : P[j: triangle three points, */
/* t: triangle pointer, nlevels in level/] */
trace(t, P, level, nlevels, currdepth, Depth, OutPutLine, InterpPoint) 
struct triangle *t; 
struct point PQ; 
float levelQ;
int nlevels, currdepth, Depth; 
void (*OutPutLine)();
void (*InterpPoint)(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z);
{
int i j ;
struct point Pm[3], P0[3], Pl[3], P2[3], P3[3];
I l l
if(currdepth<Depth) { /* subdivide the triangle */
FindMiddlePoints(t, P, Pm, InterpPoint);
P0[0].x=P[0].x; P0[0].y=P[0].y; P0[0].z=P[0].z;
P0[l].x=Pm[0].x; P0[l].y=Pm[O].y; P0[l].z=Pm[0].z;
P0[2].x=Pm[2].x; P0[2].y=Pm[2].y; P0[2].z=Pm[2].z;
trace(t, PO, level, nlevels, currdepth+1, Depth, OutPutLine, InterpPoint);
Pl[0].x=P[l].x; Pl[0].y=P[l].y; Pl[0].z=P[l].z;
Pl[l].x=Pm [l].x; Pl[l].y=Pm [l].y; Pl[l].z=Pm[l].z;
Pl[2].x=Pm[0].x; Pl[2].y=Pm[0].y; Pl[2].z=Pm[0].z;
trace(t, P I, level, nlevels, currdepth+1, Depth, OutPutLine, InterpPoint);
P2[0].x=P[2].x; P2[0].y=P[2].y; P2[0].z=P[2].z;
P2[l].x=Pm[2].x; P2[l].y=Pm[2].y; P2[l].z=Pm[2].z;
P2[2].x=Pm[l].x; P2[2].y=Pm[l].y; P2[2].z=Pm[l].z;
trace(t, P2, level, nlevels, currdepth+1, Depth, OutPutLine, InterpPoint);
trace(t, Pm, level, nlevels, currdepth+1, Depth, OutPutLine, InterpPoint);
}
else { /* out put the conotur */
OutPutContour(P, level, nlevels, OutPutLine);
}
}
/* out put the contour lines in the triangle at levels */
/* input : P[j triangle three points, levels: at levels */
OutPutContour(P, level, nlevels, OutPutLine)
struct point P[|;
float level [|;
void (*OutPutLine)();
int nlevels;
{
int i, j;
struct point *Tpoints[3], *tmp;
struct point cpnts[2]; /* contour points */
/* i f  all three points are equal, do not output */ 
if((P[0].z==P[l].z) k k  (P[0].z==P[2].z)) 
return; 
for(i=0; i<3; i++ )
Tpoints[i]=&:P[i];
/* bubble sort the three points */ 
for(j=2J>0u— ) 
for(i=0;i<j;i++)
if(Tpoints[i]—»z>Tpoints[i+l]—>z) { 
tmp=Tpoints[i];
Tpoints[i]=Tpoints[i+1];
Tpoints[i+l]=tmp;
}
for(i=0; i<nlevels; i++) { 
if((level[i]<Tpoints[2]—*z) k k  (level[i]>Tpoints[l]—»z)) { 
LineIntersectPoint(Tpoints[2], Tpoints[l], level[i], &cpnts[0]); 
LineIntersectPoint(Tpoints[2], Tpoints[0], level[i], &cpnts[l]); 
OutPutLine(&cpnts[0], &cpnts[lj);
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}
else if((level[i]==Tpoints[2]—>z) k k  (level[i]==Tpoints[l]—>z)) 
OutPutLine(&Tpoints[2], &Tpoints[l]); 
else if((level[i]<Tpoints[l]—»z) k k  (level[i]>Tpoints[0]—*z)) { 
LineIntersectPoint(Tpoints[0], Tpoints[2], level[i], &cpnts[0]); 
LineIntersectPoint(Tpoints[0], Tpoints[l], level[i], &cpnts[l]); 
OutPutLine(&cpnts[0], &cpnts[lj);
}
else if((level[i]==Tpoints[l]—»z) k k  (level[i]==Tpoints[0]—»z)) 
OutPutLine(&Tpoints[l], &Tpoints[0]);
}
/* to see i f  there is a contour line in the triangle */
/* return 1 i f  there is non. */
NoIntersection(P, level, nlevels) 
struct point P[j; 
float level]]; 
int nlevels;
{
int i, j;
struct point *Tpoints[3], *tmp;
struct point cpnts[2]; /* contour points */
if((P[0].z==P[l].z) k k  (P[0].z==P[2].z)) /* no intersection */ 
return (1); 
for(i=0; i<3; i++ )
Tpoints[i]=&P[i];
/* bubble sort the three points */ 
for(j=2J>0y— ) 
for(i=0;i<j;i++)
if(Tpoints[i]—*-z>Tpoints[i+l]—>z) { 
tmp=Tpoints[i];
Tpoints[i]=Tpoints[i+l];
Tpoints[i+l]=tmp;
}
for(i=0; i<nlevels; i+ + )
if((level[i]<Tpoints[2]—>z) k k  (level]i]>Tpoints]0]—+z)) { 
return(O); /* intersection here */
}
return(l); /* no intersection */
}
/* find middle points */
/* input : three points from the triangle */
/* output: three middle points */
/* change FindMiddlePoint from linear interpolation to Gauss */
FindMiddlePoints(t, P, Pm, InterpPoint) 
struct triangle *t; 
struct point PQ, PmQ;
void (*InterpPoint)(struct triangle *t, float x, float y, float *z);
{
int i;
/*Find the three triangles around t and get the plane equations */ 
for(i=0; i<3; i+ + ) {
Pm[i].x=(P[i].x+P[(i+l)%3].x)*0.5;
Pm[i].y=(P[i].y+P[(i+l)%3].y)*0.5;
InterpPoint(t, Pm[i].x, Pm[i].y, &Pm[i].z);
}
/* intersection points:
Input :two points, and level 
output .'intersection points at level */
LineIntersectPoint(PO, PI, level, P) 
struct point *P0, *P1, *P; 
float level;
{
float t, t2; 
t2 = P l—+z—PO—>z; 
if(t2==0) { 
p rin tf("L ineIn te rsection  e r ro r  t2=0\n"); 
exit(—1);
}
t=(level—PO—<-z)/t2; 
if(fabs(t)> 1.0) {
p rin tf("L ineIn te rsec tion  e r ro r  t> l\n " ); 
exit(—1);
}
P —»x=P0—+x+(Pl—»x—P0—»x)*t;
P—*-y=P0—»y+(Pl-*-y-P0->y)*t;
P—t-z=level;
}
% equatioon.c 
/* equation */
/* Solve equation by Gauss elimination method */ 
/* Weibao Wu, Nov. 8, 1991 */
^include <stdio.h>
#inelude <m ath.h>
/* Solve Equation 
inputs:
A: matrix A[NSP][NSP+1]
B: vector B[NSP];
NSP: number o f variables to be solved 
Output:
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X[NSP]: solution o f A X =B
*/
SolveEquation(A,B,X,NSP) 
float **A,B[],X[]; 
int NSP;
{
int i j,k,l,m;
int r,c; /* row col. index */
float t,tl;
/* Solve the equation by Gauss elimenation method */
/* Externed matrix */ 
for(i=0;i<NSP;i++)
A[i][NSP]=B[i];
/* Gauss elimination */ 
for(i=0;i<NSP;i++) {
ExchangeMax(A,i,NSP); /* exchange the max value in the col. to (i,i) */ 
for(l=i+l;l<NSP;l++) { 
t=A[l][i]/A[i][i]; 
for(m =i;m <NSP+l;m++)
A [1] [m]= A [1] [m]—A [i] [m] * t ;
}
}
Solution(A,X,NSP);
}
/* input:
A: matrix to be inverted.
NSP : #  points o f the matrix /row  
output
A: inversed matrix
*/
InverseMatrix(A,NSP) 
float **A; 
int NSP;
{
int i j,k,l,m;
int r,c; /* row, col index */
float *B[100]; /* aux matrix */
float t ,t l ,  *ptr;
if(NSP>100) {perror("InveseM atrix: NSP too la rg e"); exit(—1);} 
ptr=(float *)malloc((long)NSP*NSP*sizeof(float));
if(ptr==N U LL) {perro r("A llocate  space f o r  aux m a tr ix  B"); exit(—1);} 
fo r( j= 0 J< 4 J+ + )
B[j]=ptr+j*NSP;
/* Solve the equation by Gauss elimenation method */
/* Externed matrix=ID matrix */ 
for(i=0;i<NSP; i++ )
B[i][i]=1.0;
/* Gauss elimination */
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for(i=0;i<NSP;i++) {
ExchangeMax(A,i,NSP);/* exchange the max value in the col. to (i,i) */ 
for(l=i; 1<NSP; 1++)
A[i][l]= A[i][l]/A[i][i]; /* Normalize itself */
for(l=i+l;l<NSP;l++) { 
t=A[l][i];
for(m=0; m<NSP;m++) 
if(m # ) {
A [1] [m]= A [1] [m] -  A [i] [m] * t ;
B [1] [m]=B [1] [m]—A [i] [m] * t ;
}
}
}
for(i=0;i<NSP;i++)
for(j=Oy<NSPj++)
A[i]t)]=B[i]D];
free(ptr);
}
/* Exchange the current max col. value with (n,n) */
ExchangeMax(A,n,NSP) 
float **A; 
int n,NSP;
{
int ij,m ; 
float t;
t=A[n][n]; m=n;
for(i=n+l;i<N SP;i++) /* find the max */
if(fabs(t) <fabs(A[i][n])) { 
t=A[i][n]; m=i;
. }
if(m^n) /* Exchange value */
for(i=0;i<N SP+l;i++) { 
t=A[n][i];
A [n] [i] =  A [m] [i];
A[m][i]=t;
}
/*for Upper triangule Matrix */
/* Input:
UP: Upper triangle, UP[NSP][NSP+1]
NSP: #  o f input points 
Output:
X: solution the equation
*/
Solution(UP,X,NSP) 
float *UP[],X[]; 
int NSP;
{
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int ij,k ,l; 
float t=0;
for(i=NSP— l;i>0;i— ) { 
t=0;
for(j=N S P-l;j> i;j— ) 
t+=UP[i][j]*X[j]; 
X[i]=(UP[i][NSP]-t)/UP[i][i];
}
